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This users' guide documents a collection of computer programs
and subroutines written in FORTRAN to calculate 4-body (sun-earth-
moon space) and 3-body (earth-moon space) optimal trajectories.
The programs incorporate a new variable step integration technique
and a new quadrature formula to correct single step errors. These
new features have resulted in significant improvement in efficiency
and accuracy.
The programs provide capability to solve initial value problem,
two point boundary value problem of a transfer from a given initial
position to a given final position in fixed time, optimal 2-impulse
transfer from an earth parking orbit of given inclination to a given
final position and velocity in fixed time and optimal 3-impulse




This users' guide documents a collection of computer programs and sub-
routines written in FORTRAN to calculate 4-body optimal trajectories under the
combined influence of the sun, earth, and moon. Additional programs and 
sub-
routines have been provided so that 3-body optimal trajectories can be computed
without the influence of the sun.
The method used in the extrapolation of the state vector and the solution of
boundary value problems is essentially the same as presented in Ref. (1) and (2).
However, the present programs incorporate a new variable step integration 
tech-
nique and a new quadrature formula to correct single step errors. These changes
have resulted in significant improvement in efficiency and accuracy. The 4-body
as well as the 3-body state extrapolation subroutine automatically determines 
the
step size that will yield a fixed estimate of the single step position and velocity
errors. The quadrature formula developed by T. N. Fdelbaum is based on the
4th derivatives of the position error estimates at the beginning of a step and the
second derivatives of the Stumpff-Weiss position errors at the end of the step.
In addition, two subroutines have been provided to compute target position
and velocity in a Halo orbit about the L 1 libration point on the sun-earth line or
one of the libration points on the earth-moon line. State vectors are now available
also in rotating frames similar to the familiar barycentric frame commonly used
in the restricted 3-body problem. These new features will be described in some
detail.
PROGRIAM ORGANIZATION
The 4-body and 3-body programs consist of 4 options. The name of a 3-body
program is given in parenthesis following the name of a corresponding 4-body
program.
Option 1: Program TRAJ (TRAJ3)
This option is a trajectory integration program to solve initial value
problems.
Option 2: Program EXLAM (EXLAM3)
This option is a program to solve two point boundary value problem
of a transfer from a given initial position to a given final position in
fixed time using Newton-Raphson method.
Option 3: Program ETP21 (ETP213)
This option determines the optimal 2-impulse transfer from an earth
parking orbit of given inclination to a Fiven final position and velocity
in fixed time. It employs an accelerated gradient projection method
using Davidon's Variance algorithm.
Option 4: Program PTP31 (PTP313)
This option computes the optimal 3-impulse transfer from a given
initial position to a given final position and velocity in fixed time.
It uses an accelerated gradient method (Davidon's Variance
algorithm) in the outer-loop and Newton- Raphson method in the second
leg of.the inner loop.
These 4 main programs call one or more of the following subroutines.
Sub routine Function
FOUR13Y (TR,11Bl1)Y) State extrapolation.
TWOBDY 2-body state extrapolation.
CSTEP (CSTEP3) Computes single step size and error estimate at beginning
of step.
DELRV (DELRV3) Computes corrections by quadrature formula.
LAMB (LAMB3) Solves Lambert problem.
CTAR (CTAR3) Computes target position and velocity on a Halo orbit about
a libration point. Called by ETP21 (ETP213).
COMIC (COMIC3) Transforms input parameters with respect to earth into
states with respect to sun (4-body) or earth (3-body).
COM IWC; (C()MI'(3 ) C(omnputes function and gradient In I:'IP21 (I,'I'P21"4).
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COMAUG Forms augmented function and gradient in ETP21 (ETP213)
COMDX Computes changes in independent variables in ETP21
(ETP213).
COMF (COMF3) Computes function in PTP31 (PTP313).
COMG Computes gradient in PTP31 (PTP313).
PVEC Advances primer vectors and monitor its magnitude in
FOURBY (THRBDY).
RVEMV Computes state vectors in FOURBY. Not used in 3-body.
UPX Updates variables and functions in ETP2I (ETP213).
DISP (DISP3) Computes states in rotating coordinates for display.
PTRAJ (PTRAJ3) Prints trajectory.
FDATA (FDATA3) Files data for further processing outside of the program.
The main programs and the above mentioned subroutines will be described
in some detail in the sections to follow. In addition, there are a number of service
subroutines, which performs standard mathematical operations.
Service Subroutines Function
MXV Multiplication of a vector by a matrix, a = M b.
VVT Outer product of a vector, M = 1T
- -T
DOT Dot product of 2 vectors, c 
= a b.
VMAG Magnitude of a vector.
INVERT Inversion of a matrix
UNITV Unit vector of a vector
vXV Cross product of 2 vectors, a b x c.
MTRANS Transpose a matrix, N = M 
.
MXM Multiplication of 2 matrices, C M N
These service subroutines will be listed but not discussed further.
A tabulation of the subroutines called by the main programs is given in
Table 1.
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Table 1 PROGRAMS AND SUBROUTINES
TRAJ EXLAM ETP2I PTP3ISub-
routine (TRAJ3) (EXLAM3) (ETP2I3) (PTP3I3)
FOURBY(THRBDY) X X X X
TWOBDY x x X
CSTEP (CSTEP3) X X X X
DELRV (DELRV3) X X X X









(1) RVEMV X X X X
PVEC X X X.. X
DISP (DISP3) X X X X
PTRAJ (PTRAJ3) X X X X
FDATA (FDATA3) X X X X
MXV, X X X X
VVT X X X X
DOT X X X X
VMAG X X X X
INVERT X X x
UNITV X X X X
v • x x x x
MTRANS X x
MXM X X X X
Note: 1 Not used in 3-body programs.
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COORDINATES SYSTEMS
The position or velocity vector of a body with respect to another body may
be expressed in different coordinates systems at different stages of computation.
These coordinates systems are described below.
Coordinate Systems Definition
S-frame An inertial frame centered at the sun in which state
(Basic computation frame extrapolation is performed. Since it is likely that
in 4-body programs) input ephemerides will be obtained from JPL tapes,
the XS-YSplane will be the Ecliptic-Equinox plane of
1950. 0, with the Xs-axis pointing in the Equinox
direction.
E-frame An inertial frame centered at the earth parallel to
(4-body) S-frame.
M-frame An inertial frame centered at the moon parallel to
(4-body) S-frame.
e-frame An inertial frame centered at the earth. The Xe-Ye
(Basic computation frame plane is the Equator-Equinox plane of 1950. 0 with
in 3-body programs) X pointing in the Equinox direction.
m-frame An inertial frame centered at the moon parallel to
(3-body) e-frame.
L-frame A rotating frame centered at the L libration point
(4-body) used to define a target on a Halo orbit about L 1.
The XL-axis is along the line from the sun to the
earth-moon barycenter. The ZL-axis is along the
total angular momentum vector ofthe earth and
moon about the sun.
A-frame A rotating frame centered at either L1 or L 2
(3-body) libration point to define a target on a Halo orbit.
The X -axis is along the line from the earth to the
moon. The Z -axis is along the angular momentum
vector of the moon about the earth.
O-frame An inertial frame centered at the earth. The Xo-Y O
plane is the parking orbit plane of an inclination i.
The XO-axis is along the line of ascending node.
D-frame A rotating frame centered at the earth used for
(4-body) display purpose. This frame is the equivalent of the
rotating barycentric frame in a restricted 3-body
problem. The XD-axis is along the line from the sun
to the earth. The ZD-axis is along the angular
momentum vector of the earth about the sun.
d-frame A rotating frame centered at the moon used for
(3-body) display purpose. The Xd-axis is along the line from
the earth to the moon. The Zd-axis is along the
angular momentum vector of the moon about the
earth.
These frames are shown in Figure 1.
In general, when there is no ambiguity, a vector of a body A with respect to
another body B will be written with subscripts BA. For example, fSV will be a
position vector of the vehicle with respect to the sun in the S-frame. Sometimes,
it is necessary to add a superscript to indicate the frame in which the components
are resolved. Thus, SLS is the angular velocity of the L-frame with respect to
the S-frame with components in the S-frame.
A transformation matrix will be denoted by a subscript and a superscript.
It will transform a vector from the frame indicated by the subscript to the frame
indicated by the superscript. For example L = CSL 1S transforms i in S-frame
to R in L-frame.
ZS, ZE' ZM
X-Y Plane parallel to
Ecliptic-Equinox plane
YS' YE' M of 1950.0.
xs , XE, M
To Equinox
Figure la Inertial S, E, and M Frames
Z0  e
YY
X -Y Equa tor-Equinox
eY e plane of 1950.0.
XOXe
To Equinox















e m-Frame is centered at
moon parallel to e-Frame.




L1  m L2
Xe e
Figure if a Frame
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VARIABLE STEP INTEGRATION
The variable step integration technique used in subroutine FOURBY (THRBDY)
is summarized here. The computation of step size and estimates of position errors,
which is performed in subroutine CSTEP (CSTEPS), is an extension of D'Amario's
derivation for the 3-body problem (Ref. 4). Let
T '(t+h) = approximate vehicle position determined by Stumpff-Weiss method
W(t+h) = true vehicle position
The position error at the end of a single step is
I(t+h) = (t+h) - R'(t+h) (1)
Expanding Eq. (1) in Taylor series at t we obtain
i(t+h) f(t) + (t)h + c(t) h + T(t) h'+ n(t) h + O(h5) (2)
By definition,
Y(t) = 0 (3)
It can be shown that
t)(t) t) = t) = 0 (4)
The first non-zero term is the 4th derivative term. Neglecting all higher
derivative terms the position error is given by
h
4
T(t+h) p- t) (5)
Let
1j(t+h) I =  max
(6)
allowable single step position error
Then, an estimate of step size is given by
1/4
h = 24 max (7)
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In CSTEP we compute , tRSVo estimate step size h and also RSE and RSM for
for use in DELRV to compute error corrections. If we make the following
definitions in a 4-body space,
Gss RSV a LA.sv]
GV SV SV V SV
GEV E EV
REV REV BEV
GE SE I S (8)
RSE RSE SEE
G' - s L- ---M - a - IR MV
MV MV MV
RSM RSM 1 S
6sv IRSV - RSV
6gEV REV -LRE1
6gSE= RSE - SE (9)
6
.MV = RMV- R1VVJ
we can express the estimated errors by
7sv(th GS + GEV GEV + ME GSE 8gSE
+ G~V MV M GSM 6 hSM} + O(h5
S +
JM
TRSE(t+h) = GSE 6 SE - GEMEM
1E +M
(10)
+ - GSM 8gSM) 4 + O(h5 )
MS + JM
ME
SM(t+h) = GM SM+ GEM 6gEMRSM SE + AM
+ E GSE SE + O(h5)A  WES
s + M'E
In CSTEP3 we compute REV to determine h and the error may be expressed by
(REv(t+h) { Ev 8 EV + GMV 61MV} + O(h5 ) (11)
Note that = , 0 in a 3-body space.
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CORRECTION OF ERRORS BY QUADRATURE FORMULAS
The quadrature formulas proposed by T. N. Edelbaum and used in subroutine
DELRV (DELRV3) to compute a single step position and velocity corrections are
presented here.
Assume the second derivative of the position error in a single step is given by
, 
2
T t (ci +It) (12)
where
a = -0) = 0 (13)
Then the second derivative of the position error at the end of a singl step is given by
2
= ( -+ h) (14)





- t +t (16)
4 t 5
- at Et (17)
Using Eqs.(13) and (15) in (16) and (17), we obtain the following corrections at the
end of a single step,
09(18)
h2  h2  (19)
is the 4th derivative of position error estimate at the beginning of a step and
i;is the second derivative of Stumpff-Weiss error estimate at the end of the step.
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INPUT PARAMETERS
The following input parameters are required for all 4 options.
Parameters Symbol or Definition Suggested Value
4- Body Programs:
-2
GLI YL 1. 001098 x 10
- 2
1 unit of distance in 11
AUM 1. 49597893 x 10 mmeters
UTIME 1 unit of time in days 58.1323577631 days
1 m/s in dimensionless -5
UVELM 3. 35742409867 x 10
- 5
UVELM velocity
MS MS (sun) 9. 99996959568 x 10
1
-6
ME 4E (earth) 3.00348453188 x 10,
MM M (moon) 3. 89431224671 
x 10-8
R SEO 'toRSE1?O SE (t)
PSMO fiM(to)
VSMO VSM(t o)





1 unit of distance in
II)M .3. 8441 x 108 mmeters
UTIMEW 1 unit of time 104. 382/24 days
1 m/s in dimensionless
UVELM velocity 1/1023.17 mn/st eloc ity
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ME MAE (earth) .9878493
MM AM (moon) .0121507
REMO EM(to )
VEMO VEM(t o)
Common to both 4- and 3-Body Programs:
Flag to compute primer IPV = 0, no
IPV vector 1, yes
IPTRAJ (IPTJX) Flag to print trajectory IPTRAJ (IPTJX) = 0O, no
each time step 1, yes
IFILEX (IFILE) Flag to file data each IFILEX (IFILE) c 0, no
time step 1, yes
Allowable single step
ERRMXM position error in 150 m or higher
mete rs
Dimensionless -9
10 or higherERRMAX ERRMXM
Starting time in days
TDAYO from reference date
TRIPD Trip time in days
The following input parameters are required for Davidon's variance
algorithm used in ETP21I (ETP213) and PTP3I (PTP313). See Ref.. 2, Appendix A.
10- 11 for ETP2I (ETP2I3)
EPS 10 3 for PTP3I (PTP313)
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Davidon's Variance matrix.
If ICOMV = i, this input is not
needed and the program will
compute an estimate. Once a
V V working V matrix has been
developed through iterations, it
should be used in a new run to
continue ite ration.
Flag to compute V.
ICOMV ICOMV 
= 0, no (input V)
1, yes
EPSV Small number to scale down
V matrix if ICOMV -1. It specifies
the magnitude of the first step in the






Parameters Symbol Definition/ Value
Mode to select input
IMODE IMODE = 1, 2, or 3
IMODE 1
REVMAG IEV(to) 4.38739157152 x 10- 5 for 100 n.m.
parking orbit.
VMAG I +(to) Estimate of departure velocity
VEVMAG (t)
0 magnitude with respect to earth.
OINCD i (deg) Indlination of earth parking orbit.
OBLD OBL (deg) Obliquity angle 
= 23. 44578743018259
(not used in 3-body) deg between E-frame and e-frame.
Position of vehicle from ascending
THED 0 (deg) node in orbital plane.








Inputs of IMODE 1 or 2 are converted into position and velocity of vehicle
in S-frame or e-frame. The initial states are propagated to the final time using
subroutine FOURBY (THRBDY).
C. Outut-Parameters
Terminal states are printed out. States at each time step will be printed




Parameters Symbol/Unit Definition/ Value
Mode to select input
IMODE IMODE = 1 or 2
Same inputs for IMODE = , 2 as shown under PROGRAM TRAJ (TRAJ3)
Allowable error for stopping Newton-
ERRMIN (MIN Raphson method (10 0 )
Initial estimate of change in initial
KNR velocity magnitude (1)
ITLMAX Maximum number of iterations (50)
RSVTAR SV (tf) Target position
Flag to compute and print trajectory
after convergence
IPTJX lPTJX =0, no
1, yes
Flag to compute and file trajectory
after convergence
IFILEX IFILEX 0, no
1, yes
B. Computation
Program calls subroutine LAMB (LAMB3) to solve the boundary value
problem.
C. Cutput Parameters
Outputs are given under subroutine LAMB (LAMB3). If either. IPTJX 
= 1 or





Flag to input or compute target










Initial value of constraint restoration
KDX parameter (start with KDX = I)
EPSV V-matrix scaling
EPSTSI Allowable constraint violation (10
- 10
ITERMX Max. No. of iterations
ITARl 0: Parameter to define target on
AYM A (m) Halo orbit.
AZM A (m A 2 x 105 km
ATARD ATAR (deg) A z = 1 x 105 km
ATAR = Target position measured

















See Ref. 2 appendix, program listing and flow chart.
C. Internal Parameters
ALPHA, BETA Davidon algorithm parameters
ALPHAM, BETAM Davidon algorithm parameters
Current Trial Dummy
Variables Variables Variables
X XS XD Independent variables
F FS FD Cost
G GS GD Cost gradient
FG FGS FGD Augmented cost
TSI TSIS TSID Constraint violation
LT LTS LTD Constraint gradient
GG GGS GGD Augmented cost gradient
TESTR TESTRS TESTRD Magnitude of constraint violation
KDX Constraint restoration scaling
(internally adjusted)
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KV V matrix internal scaling
(internally determined)
R Parameters to compute quantities
to update V matrix
P Estimate of twice the excess of cost
above its minimum value. If
P < EPS, the problem is considered
to be converged.
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Program ETP2I and ETP213
X= Independent
Variables


























VSVO VSV (to) Velocity before initial impulse






VSVMP SM(tm) Velocity after interior impulse
TM t Time of interior impulse
RSVTAR RSVTAR(tf) Target position
VSVTAR VSVTAR(tf) Target velocity
3-Body:
REVO E (to)
VEVO EV(t o )  Velocity before impulse
VEVOP VEV(to) Velocity after impulse
REMO EM(to)
VEMO VEM(to)
VEVMP VEV(t) Velocity after interior impulse
TM tm Time of interior impulse
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Common to 4-Body and 3-Body:
Maximum number of Lambe rt
ITLMAX ite rations
Number of increments to solve
ILINC Lambert problem
Maximum number of Davidon
ITDMAX ite rations
FMINM Estimated minimun value of AV (m/s)
KNR Lambert iteration parameter
(use KNR = 1 to start)
ErInMIN Allowable constraint violation (10
" 10)
B. Computation
See Ref. 2, program tisting and flow chart.
C. Internal Parameters
SG Projection of cost gradient on
search direction.
ALPTA Step size in search direction
SGS Projection of trial point cost
gradient on search direction. Its
sign is used to determine whether
as interpolation or a reduction of
interval is to be made.
R, RC Parameters to update V matrix.
R used in trial step. RC used in
inte rpolation.
ALPHAC Step size in search direction
determined by cubic interpolation.
P, PC Parameters to update V matrix.
P used in trial step. PC used in
interpolation
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EPS i magnitude of cost gradient is less
then EPS, the problem is considered
to be converged.
F Cost
GMAG Magnitude of cost gradient.
GSMAG Magnitude of cost gradient of a
trial point.
GCMAG Magnitude of cost gradient of an
interpolated point.
RMAG Magnitude of R.
RCMAG Magnitude of RC.
FS Cost of a trial point.
FC Cost of an interpolated point.
DG Difference in cost gradient.
DX Change in independent variable to
compute a trial point.
DXC Change in independent variable to
compute an interpolated point.
PVMMAG, PVPMAG See subroutine COMG
D. Stopping Options
The programmed stopping condition is when GMAG is reduced to less than
EPS. However, one should stop the iteration if F is not decreasing significantly
from one iteration to the next. On the other hand, it may be necessary to continue
iteration to satisfy the ondition that PVMMAG is nearly equal to PVPMAG..
(See comment in Ex. 4.)
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Program PTP3I and PTP313
S . Independent Variables
Nominal + tm)
Trajectory o r
+  - r+ VEv(to



























Card No. Format Parameters
1 4D20.11 GL1, AUM, UTIME, UVELM
2 3D20.11 MS, ME, MM
3 415 IMODE, IPV, IPTRAJ, IFILE
4 4D20.11 RSEO(1), RSEO(2), RSEO(3), VSEO(1)
5 4D20.11 VSEO(2), VSEO(3), RSMO'I), RSMO(2)
6 4D20.11 IRSMO(3), VSMO(1), VSMO(2), VSMO(3)
7 3D20.11 TDAYO, TRIPD, ERRMXM
The above 7 input cards are needed for all modes. The following 2 cards
depend on the mode selected
IMODE = 1
8 4D20.11 REVMAG, VEVMAG, OINCD, OBLD
9 2D20.11 LOND, THED
[MODE = 2
8 4D20.11 REVO(1), REVO(2), REVO(3), VEVOP(1)
9 2D20.11 VEVOP(2), VEVOP(3)
IMODE 3
8 4D20.11 RSV0(), RSVO(2), RSVO(3), VSVI(1)
9 2D20.11 VSVI(2), VSVI(3)
e'l fonllowing 2 input cards are needed if IPV = 1
10 4120. 11 PV0(1), PVO(2), PVO(3), PV0(4)
11 2D20.11 PV0(5), PVO(6)
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Program TRAJ3
Card No. Format Parameters
1 4D20.11 GAMMA, UDM, UTIME, UVELM
2 2D20.11 ME, MM
3 4D20.11 IMODE, IPV, IPTRAJ, IFILE
4 4D20.11 REMO(1), REMO(2), REMO(3), VEMO(1)
5 2D20.11 VEMO(2), VEMO(3)
6 3D20,11 TDAYO, TRIPD, ERRMXM
The above 6 input cards are needed for all modes. The following 2 cards
depend on the mode selected.
IMODE = 1
7 4D20.11 REVMAG, VEVMAG, OINCD, LOND
8 1D20.11 THED
IMODE = 2
7 4D20.11 REVO(1), REVO(2), REVO(3), VEVOP(1)
8 2D20.11 VEVOP(2), VEVOP(3)
The following 2 cards are needed if IPV = 1
9 4D20.11 PVO(1), PVO(2), PVO(3), PVO(4)
10 2D20.11 PVQ (5), PVO(6)
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Program EXLAM
Card No. Format Parameters
1 4D20.11 GL1, AUM, UTIME, UVELM
2 3D20.11 MS, ME, MM
3 415 IMODE, ITLMAX, IPTJX, IFILEX
4 4D20.11 RSEO(1), RSEO(2), RSEO(3), VSEO(1)
5 4D201U VSEO(2), VSEO(3), RSMO(1), RSMO(2)
6 4D20.11 RSMO(3), VSMO(1), VSMO(2), VSMO(3)
7 3D20.11 TDAYO, TRIPD, ERRMXM
8 4D20.11 RSVTAR(1), RSVTAR(2), RSVTAR(3), ERRMIN
9 1D20.11 KNR
The above 9 cards are needed for all modes. The following cards depend
on the mode selected.
IMODE = 1
10 4D20.11 REVMAG, VEVMAG, OINCD, OBLD
11 2D20.11 LOND, THED
IMODE = 2
10 4D20.11 REVO(1), REVO(2), REVO(3), VEVOP(1)
11 2120.11 VEVOP(2), VEVOP(3)
IMODE = 3
10 4D20.U1 RSVO(1), RSVO(2), RSVO(3), VSVI(1)
11 2 D20.11 VSVI(2), VSVI(3)
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Program EXLAM3
Card No. Format Parameters
1 4D20.11 GAMMA, UDM, UTIME, UVELM
2 2D20.11 ME, MM
3 415 IMODE, ITLMAX, IPTJX, IFILEX
4 4D20.11 REMO(1), REMO(2), REMO(3), VEMO(1)
5 2D20.11 VEMO(2), VEMO(3)
6 3D20.11 TDAYO, TRIPD, ERRMXM
7 4D20.11 REVTAR(1), REVTAR(2), REVTAR(3), ERRMIN
8 1D20.11 KNR
The above 8 cards are needed for all modes. The following cards depend
on the mode selected.
IMODE I 1
9 4D20.11 REVMAG, VEVMAG, OINCD, LOND
10 1D20. 11 THED
IMODE 2
9 4D20.11 REVO(1), REVO(2), REVO(3), VEVOP(1)
10 2D20. 11 VEVOP(2), VEVOP(3)
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Program ETP2I
Card No. Format Parameters
1 4D20.11 GLI, AUM, UTIME, UVELM
2 3D20.11 MS, ME, MM
3 4D20.11 REVMAG, OINCD, OBLD, ERRMXM
4 2D20. 11 TDAYO, TTRIPD
5 3D20.11 VEVMAG, LOND, THED
6 4D20.11 RSEO(1), RSEO(2), RSEO(3), VSEO(1)
7 4D20.11 VSEO(2), VSEO(3), RSMO(1), RSMO(2)
8 4D20.11 RSMO(3), VSMO(1), VSMO(2), VSMO(3)
9 4D20.11 EPS, EPSTSI, KDX, EPSV
10 415 ICOMV, ITERMX, IFILEX, ITAR
The next 1 or 2 cards depend on ITAR.
ITAR = 0
ii 3D20.11 AYM, AYZ, ATARD
ITAR = 1
11 4D20.11 RSVTAR(1), RSVTAR(2), RSVTAR(3), VSVTAR(1)
12 2D20.11 VSVTAR(2), VSVTAR(3)
The following 3 cards are needed only if ICOMV 
= 0.
13 4D20.11 V(1, 1), V(1, 2), V(1, 3), V(2, 1)
14 4D20.11 V(2, 2) V(2, 3), V(3, 1) V(3, 2)
15 4D20.11 V(3, 3)
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Program ETP2I3
Card No. Format Parameters
I 4D20. 11 GAMMA, UDM, UTIME, UVELM
2 2D20. 11 ME, MM
3 3D20.11 REVMAG, OINCD, ERRMXM
4 2D20.11 TDAYO, TTRIPD
5 3D20.11 VEVMAG, LOND, THED
6 4D20.11 REMO(1), REMO(2), REMO(3), VEMO(1)
7 2D20.11 VEMO(2), VEMO(3)
8 4D20. 11 EPS, EPSTSI, KDX, EPSV
9 415 ICOMV, ITERMX, IFILEX, ITAR
The next I or 2 cards depend on ITAR.
ITAR = 0
10 3D20.11 AYM, AZM, ATARD
ITAR = 1
11 4D20.11 REVTAR(1), REVTAR(2), REVTAR(3), VEVTAR(1)
12 21D20.11 VEVTAR(2), VEVTAR(3)
The following 3 cards are needed only if ICOMV = 0.
13 4D20,11 V(l, 1), V(1, 2), V(I, 3), V(2, 1)
14 4D20.11 V(2, 2), V(2, 3), V(3, 1) V(3, 2)
15 4D20.11 V(3, 3)
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Program PTP3I
Card No. Format Parameters
I 4D20.11 GLI, AUM, UTIME, UVELM
2 3D20. 11 MS, ME, MM
3 3D20.11 TSTART, TM, TEND
4 4D20.11 RSEO(1), RSEO(2), RSEO(3), VSEO(1)
5 4D20.11 VSEO(2), VSEO(3), RSMO(1), RSMO(2)
6 4D20.11 RSMO(3), VSMO(1), VSMO(2), VSM0(3)
7 4D20.11 RSVO(1), RSVO(2), RSVO(3), VSVO(1)
8 2D20.11 VSVO(2), VSVO(3)
9 4D20.11 VSVI(1), VSVI(2), VSVI(3), VSVMP(1)
10 2D20.11 VSVMP(2), VSVMP(3)
11 4D20.11 RSVTAR(1), RSVTAR(2), RSVTAR(3), VSVTAR(1)
12 2D20.11 VSVTAR(2), VSVTAR(3)
13 3D20.11 KNR, ERRMIN, ERRMXM
14 3D20.11 FMINM, EPS, EPSV
15 515 ICOMV, ITLMAX, ILINC, ITDMAX, IFILEX
The following 4 cards are needed only if ICOMV = 0.
16 4D20.11 V(1, 1), V(1, 2), V(1, 3), V(1, 4)
.17 4D20.11 V(2, 1), V(2, 2), V(2, 3), V(2, 4)
18 4D20.11 V(3, 1), V(3, 2), V(3, 3), V(3, 4)
19 4D20.11 V(4, 1), V(4, 2), V(4, 3), V(4, 4)
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Program PTP313
Card No. Format Parameters
1 4D20. 11 GAMMA, UDM, UTIME, UVELM
2 2D20. 11 ME, MM
3 3D20.11 TSTART, TM, TEND
4 4D20.11 REMO(1), REMO(2), REM0(3). VEMO(1)
5 2D20.11 VEMO(2), VEMO(3)
6 4D20.11 REVO(1), REVO(2), REVO(S), VEVO(1)
7 2D20.11 VEVO(2), VEVO(3)
8 4D20.11 VEVOP(1), VEVOP(2), VEVOP(?), NEVMP(1)
9 2D20.11 VEVMP(2), VEVMP(3)
10 4D20.11 REVTAR(1), REVTAP(2), RE'TAR(3), VEVTAP(1)
11 2D20.11 VEVTAR(2), VEVTAR(3)
12 3D20.11 KNR, ERRMIN, ERRMXM
13 3D20.11 FMINM, EPS, EPSV
14 515 ICOMV, ITLMAX, ILINC, ITDMAX, IFILEX
The following 4 cards are needed only if ICOMV 
= 0.
15 4D20. 11 V(1, 1), V(l, 2), V(I, 3), V(1, 4)
16 4D20.11 V(2, 1), V(2, 2), V(2, 3), V(2, 4)
17 .4D20.11 V(3, 1), V(3, 2), V(3, 3),. V(3, 4)
18 4D20.11 V(4, 1), V(4, 2), V(4, 3), V(4, 4)
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PROGRAM PRINTOUT DESCRIPTION
ALPHA Step size in search direction or Davidon algorithm parameter,
ALPHAC Step size in cubic interpolation
ANGE Subtended angle at earth.(dg)
ANGM Subtended angle at moon (deg)
ANGS Subtended angle at sun (deg)
ANGV Subtended angle at spacecraft (deg)
ATARD Parameter to define Halo orbit (deg)
AIIM 1 Unit of distance in meters (4-body)
AYM Parameter to define Halo orbit (meter)
AZM Parameter to define Halo orbit (meter)
BETA Davidon algorithm parameter
DG Cost gradient difference
DELX Change in independent variables
DGC Cost gradient difference
I.)RM Change in interior impulse position
I)UVI Primer vector derivative at initial time
DUVMM Primer vector derivative before interior impulse
DUVMP Primer vector derivative after interior impulse
I)V Cost
IVI Impulse at initial time
I)VIMA(; Magnitude of initial impulse
I)VM Interior impulse
)VMMAG Magnitude of interior impulse
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DVMPX Change in interior impulse
DV F Impulse at terminal time
DVFMAG Magnitude of terminal impulse
DVFMPS Cost of terminal impulse (MPS)
DVIMPS Cost of initial impulse (MPS)
DVMPS Total cost (MPS)
DVMMPS Cost of interior impulse (MPS)
DX Change in independent variables
DXC Change in independent variables
EPS Parameter to terminate Davidon iterations
EPSTSI Allowable terminal constraint violation
EPSV Factor to scale down variance matrix
ERR Constraint violation in Lambert iteration
ERRMAX Allowable single step position error
ERRMIN Allowable Lambert constraint violation
ERRMXM Allowable single step position error (meter)
F Cost








GAMMA Parameter to define libration point (3-body)
GC Cost gradient in cubic interpolation
GCMAG Magnitude of cost gradient
GD Cost radient
0(i Augmetned cost gradient
GGS Augmented cost gradient
GLI Parameter to define L1 ibration point (4-body)
GMAG Magnitude of cost gradient
GS Cost gradient
GSMAG Magnitude. of cost gradient
H Computed step size in state extrapolation
I-IDAY Step size in days
ICOMV Ilag to compute variance matrix
IFILE Flag to file trajectory data
IFILEX Flag to file trajectory data
ILINC Number of Lambert increments
IMODE Flag to select mode of initial condition
IMTX Flag to compute state transition matrix
IPTJX Flag to print trajectory
IPTA, Flag to print trajectory
IPV Flag to compute primer vector
IPVTM Flag to monitor primer vector magnitude history
ISTEP Number of integration steps
ITAR Flag to compute target position and velocity .on Halo orbit
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'lT'DMAX Maximum number of Davidon iterations
ITER Number of iteration in Lambert routine
ITERD Number of Davidon iterations
ITERL Number of Lambert increment
ITERMX Maximum of Davidon iterations
LTLMAX Maximum number of Lambert iterations
KDX Parameter to scale independent variables in constraint restoration
KNR Parameter to scale independent variables in Lambert iteration.
KV Parameter to scale variance matrix
LDM Derivative of primer vector magnitude
LDTM Derivative of maximum primer vector magnitude
LOND Longitude of ascending node (deg)
LM Magnitude of primer vector
LT Constraint gradient matrix
LTM Maximum primer vector magnitude
ME Gravitational constant of earth
MM Gravitational constant of moon
MS Gravitational constant of sun
OBLID Obliquity angle (deg)
OINCD Orbital inclination (deg)
p Davidon algorithm parameter (iteration stops if P is less
than EPS in ETP21 or ETP213)
PC Davidon algorithm parameter
PV Primer.vector and derivative
PVO Primer vector and derivative at initial time
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PVMAG Projection of primer vector derivative on primer vector
before interior impulse
PVPMAG Projection of primer vector derivative on primer vector
after interior impulse
R Davidon algorithm parameters
RC Davidon algorithm parameters in cubic interpolation
RCMAG Magnitude of RC
HRDED Position of earth in rotating coordinates
RDLID Position of L1 libration point in rotating coordinates
RDMD Position of moon in rotating coordinates
RII)SDI Position of sun in rotating coordinates
I I VD Position of spacecraft in rotating coordinates
R.FEL Position of libration point wrt earth
I EM Position of moon wrt earth
REMO Position of moon wrt earth at initial time
REMF Position of moon wrt earth at terminal time
REV Position of spacecraft Wrt earth
REVF Position of spacecraft wrt earth at terminal time
REVM Position of spacecraft wrt earth at interior impulse time
REVMAG Distance of spacecraft to earth
REVMX Change of position of spacecraft wrt earth at interior
impulse time
HEVO Position of spacecraft wrt earth at initial time
REVMD Position of spacecraft wrt earth at interior impulse time
REVTAR Target position wrt earth
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1L TARL Target position wrt libration point
RMAG Magnitude of R.
RMV Position of spacecraft wrt moon
RMVIF Position of spacecraft wrt moon at terminal time
RMVMAG Distance of spacecraft to moon
RSE Position of earth wrt sun
ISEO Position of earth wrt sun at initial time
HRSEF Position of earth wrt sun at terminal time
USL1 Position of Ll libration point wrt sun
RSM Position of moon wrt sun
RSMO Position of moon wrt sun at initial time
liSMF Position of moon wrt sun at terminal time
RSV Position of spacecraft wrt sun
RSVO Position of spacecraft wrt sun at initial time
RSVF Position of spacecraft wrt sun at terminal time
RSVM Position of spacecraft wrt sun at interior impulse time
RSVMAG Distance of spacecraft to sun
RSVMI) Position of moon wrt sun at interior impulse time
HSVMX Spacecraft position wrt sun at interior impulse
RSVTAR Target position wrt sun
.ITM Position of spacec raft at maximum primer vector magnitude
S Davidon algorithm search direction
S(; Projection of cost gradient on search direction




TDAY Time in day
T1 I)AYO Initial time in day
TDAYF Terminal time in day
TEND Terminal time
TESTR Magnitude of constraint violation
TESTRD Magnitude of constraint violation
TESTRS Magnitude of constraint violation
TF Terminal time
THEID Position of spacecraft from line of node (deg)
TM Interior impulse time





TTM Time of maximum primer vector magnitude
T'r iP Trip time
TTRIPD Trip time in day
UDM 1 Unit of distance in meters (3-body)
UTIME 1 Unit of time in days
UVELM 1 MPS in dimensionless velocity
UVF Unit vector of terminal impulse
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UVI Unit vector of initial impulse
UVM Unit vector of interior impulse
V Variance matrix
VDED Velocity of earth in rotating coordinates
VDL1D Velocity of L1 libration point in rotating coordinates
VDMD Velocity of moon in rotating coordinates
VDSD Velocity of sun in rotating coordinates
VDVD Velocity of spacecraft in rotating coordinates
VEL Velocity of libration point wrt earth
VEM Velocity of moon wrt earth
VEMO Velocity of moon wrt earth at initial time
VEMF Velocity of moon wrt earth at terminal time
VEV Velocity of spacecraft wrt earth
VEVO Velocity bf spacecraft wrt earth at initial time before impulse
VEVOP Velocity of spacecraft wrt earth after initial impulse
VEVMP Velocity of spacecraft wrt earth after interior impulse
VEVMPX Spacecraft velocity wrt earth after interior impulse
VEVF Velocity of spacecraft wrt earth at terminal time
VEVMAG Magnitude of spacecraft velocity wrt earth
VEVMPD Velocity of spacecraft wrt earth after interior impulse
VEVMPS Magnitude of spacecraft velocity wrt earth in MPS
V EVTA A Target velocity wrt earth
VVI" Initial velocity in Lambert iteration
VLTARL Velocity of target wrt libratioh point
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VMV Velocity of spacecraft wrt moon
VMVF Velocity of spacecraft wrt moon at terminal time
VSE Velocity of earth wrt sun
VSEO Velocity of earth wrt sunr at initial time
VSEF Velocity of earth wrt sun at terminal time
VSLI Velocity of LI libration point wrt sun
VSM Velocity of moon wrt sun
VSMO Velocity of moon wrt sun at initial time
VSMF Velocity of moon wrt sun at terminal time
VSV Velocity of spacecraft wrt isun
VSVI Velocity of spacecraft wrt sun after initial impulse
VSVMPX Spacecraft velocity wrt sun after interior impulse
VSVF Velocity of spacecraft wrt sun at terminal time
VSVMP Velocity of spacecraft wrt sun after interior impulse
VSVMPD Velocity of spacecraft wrt sun after interior impulse
VSVO Velocity of spacecraft wrt sun at initial time before impulse
VSVTAR Target velocity wrt sun
VTI'M Velocity or spacecraft at maximum primer vector magnitude
X Independent variables in Davidon iterations
















PVO "X(to) "(to) Primer vector and derivative
B. Output Parameters






Sll, S12, S21, S22 : (tf, t o )  State transition matrix
C. Computation
Step 1. Initialize running variables equal to input states.
Step 2. Call RVEMV to compute REV, VEV, RMV, VMV REIM' VEM'
Step 3. Call CSTEP to compute step size h, RSV tRSE, and J.
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Step 4. Call DISP
Step 5. If IPV = 1, call PVEC.
If IFILE 1, call FDATA.
If IPTRAJ 1, call PTRAJ.







Step 7. Compute 3 perturbation vectors. Let
[-'t. j]= CONIC of j with respect to i
R-, j = reference trajectory of j with respect to i.
dlsv = [sv] - SV(O) h V(O)
dVSv LVSV 
- VSV(0)
d SE = [SE] - RSE() - h VSE(O)
dVSE [vSE] - -SE(0)




dREV - REV(0) - h V(0)
dEV [VEv v(0)bVEv -[VVI - vo
dB MV [Mv -~ MV(O)- h MV()
dVMV VM v- VMv(O
dR EM EM] - (0 -EM VEM(O)
dVEM L VEMI -VEM()
Approximate perturbations
-RSV -dRSE + dR + M dRSM 
+ dRMv
4S + AE AiS + AM
VSV E dVSE +dVEV + M dVSM + dvMV
lS +LE IS + M
'M M d S
RSE = dRSM M EM
S + IM E + IM
VSE M dVSM- M dEM
S S + LIM AE + AM
RSM dRSE + dEM
MS + E ME + AM
MEMVSM IVsE + dVEM
VSM S +IE S Ae + EM
Step 8. Compute reference trajectories
~Sv [= 7 +RSV
SV SV 44 SV
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vSE LRSE + RSE
VSE . vSE + VSE
RSM [fSM]+ SM
SM [VSM] + VSM
REV - RSE + RSV
VEV VSE + VSV
RMV = - RSM +SV
MV = - VSM + VSV
REM 
- SE +  SM
VEM - VSE + VSM
t = t+h
Step 9. Call DELRV to compute corrections.
Step 10. Correct state vectors.
Step 11. If IMTX 1 i, update state transition matrix.
Step 12. Call DISP
Step 13. If tPV * 1, call PVEC.
If IFILE = 1, call FDATA.
If IPTRAJ = 1, call PTRAJ
Step 14. If t 2t , exit.
Step 15. Call CSTEP.
















S11, 512, S21, S22 ~ (tf, t ) State transition matrix
C. Computation
Step 1. Initialize running variables equal to input states.
Step 2. Call CSTEP3 to compute step size h, 7EV and J.
Step 3. Call DISP3
Step 4. If IPV = 1, call PVEC
If I FILE =1, call FDATA3
If IPTRAJ = 1, call PTRAJ3.





Step 6. Compute perturbation vector
REV [ RMV - RMV(O) - h VMV(O)
VEV [VMV -Mv()
Step 7. Compute reference trajectories




MV = - REM + REV
MV 
- VM + VEV
t = t+h
Step 8. Call DELRV3 to compute corrections.
Step 9. Correct state vectors.
Step 10. If IMTX 1, update state transition matrix.
Step 11. Call DISP3
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Step 12. If IPV * 1, call PVEC.
If IFILE = 1, call FDATA3.
If IPTRAJ = 1, call PTRAJ3.
Step 13. Ift t f, exit.
Step 14. Call CSTEP3.






TAU h Step size
MU Gravitational constant
PSI Generalized eccecntric anomaly
IMTX IMTX Flag to compute state transition




















TGO tgo tf t
B. Output Parameters
H h Step size
DR4RSV S(t)








S1 I EV "SE(V(t) EL I - 3 SV RV R
Rsv v
S SV RSV SE
REV SV SE




PE M UI u E E - _-_) ]
EV MV EM
RSE EM SM
MV R EV REM
RMV REV REM
1 M ) EM )SE ]
RSM EM SE
RSV
=S UNIT ( SV)
EV UNIT (EV)
MV = UNIT (
USE = UNIT (HSE)
(SM UNIT IS )
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RS "S +~ME)f T\ EM SM
t)E R- SE RSM
_M S T) RSM -RSE
REM RSM SE
AM. E (I- I SEM SE
+ )- 3U S-' ur-
RSM EM SE
( A) J AE i-,3 uSM uSMT Em SE
RSM RSM EM SE
E AS T) _I SM SE
+ - uEMuEM -- R
REM SM SE
E M T) REM - SM
RSE EM RSM
All quantities are evaluated at the beginning of an integration step. If 
h is










TGO tgo Terminal time - present 
time
B. Output Parameters
14 h Step size
EV () 4th Derivative of position error,








R E V  REM
-- M 3 MV )
RMV EV EM
REM(t) 0
c max 1h (24 )
REV
EV = UNIT (REV)
UMV = UNIT (RMV
All quantities are evaluated at the beginning of an itegration step. 
If h is




Paramete rs Symbol Definition
H h Step size
USV RSV(t+h)
REV EV(t+h)






C 11 E V I rMvi,, t+b)





DR41SE 4th derivative of position error
DH4SE si(t)





RRSE dRSE(t+h) Position and velocity corrections







i 1, j (t+h) i, j
(i, j) = (SV, EV, MV, SE, SM, EM)
The second derivatives of Stumpff-Weiss position errors are given by
ri. RSV . S M MSV +E E SE +EV) + M SM + MV)
lE, = S+ L) E + AM (SM EM)
Pl, RSIM (S + M) SM + E (WSE +SEM




dRSV -RSV + T1 RSV)
2
h h* 21, )
dVSV T RSV T RSV)
dVSE RSE6 +T RSE)
= h2  .... h 2
h h2





H h Step size
REV REV(t+h)) Conics plus perturbations at end
of step.
CREV MPE(t+h)
CREV EV(th Conics at end of step.
CRMV MvV-t+h) i
4th derivative of position error
DR4REV R~EV(t) estimate at beginning of step
B. Output Parameters
RREV dREV(t+h) 1 Position and velocity corrections
R VEV. dV(t+h) 
computed by quadrature formula
C. Comutatlon
Define [~. (t+h)]
(i, j) = (EV, MV)
The second derivative of Stumpff-Weiss position errors is given by
l1, REV AE EV CM sMV
The position and velocity corrections by quadrature 
formula are
2 2
1i:v" zaI v* V 1 E H V)
dV h h
dVEV -4 REV - + REV)




Parameters Symbol De finition
IREVMAG ro  EV(t O
VEVMAG vo  IVEV (t o
LON f (rad) Longitude of ascending node
Position of vehicle from ascending
THE 9 (rad) line of node in orbital plane.
OINC i (rad) Orbital inclination
OBL OBL (rad) Obliquity angles
RSEO SE(to





VSVO VSV(to )  Velocity before impulse
VSVI Vsv+(t ) Velocity after impulse
C. Computation
Matrix to transform a vector from O-frame to e-f'rame:
cos.0 -sin 0 1 0 0 cos 6 -sin 6 0
e sin cosQ 0 0 cos -sini sin cos 0 0
0 0 1 0 sin i cos i 0 0 1
Matrix to transform a vector from e-frame to E-frame:
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1 0 0
CE = cos (OBL) sin (OBL)
e -sin (OBL) cos (OBL)I
EV (to) = C
Vsv(to) = WSE(to) + EV(to)
Ev (t o) UNIT (vV(to) ) 0






VEVMAG vo  IEV (to
)1
LON 0 (rad) Longitude of ascending node
Position of vehicle from ascending
THE 8 (rad) node in orbital plane
OINC i (rad) Orbital inclination
B. Output Paramete rs
REV0 EV(t )
VFI;VO V -(t)
VE VOP V EV (to)
C. Computation













REVMAG r o  IREV(to)I
VEVMAG V iEvto
I,ON a (rad) Longitude of ascending node
Position of vehicle from ascending
THE 8 (rad) node in orbital plane
OINC I (rad) Orbital inclination
OBL OBL (rad) Obliquity angle
.RSF0O !SE(to)
VSEO VSE(to)
IISMO I SM (to
VSM0 VSM (to
B. Output Parameters
FD) AV AV = IVSVTAR -SV (tf)l
TIES'rI) ( W
CLV
TSID * Rsv(tf) - SVTAIR
LTD LT LT v 6)
Sl, ~2. S2l, 522 , (t8 to) , ( v(o,,0 S V o), Vsv( o)
UVI uVI VI UNIT (VSV (o- VSV (t ))
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jVwi ~-VF UNT(VvAIsNITsTA V (t)
C. Computation
= (V, ), e
Call COMIC to compute 7SV(to) VSV(to)' V S V (t o )
Call FOURBY to advance states to tf and compute cp.
For the first iteration, call CTAR to compute RSVTAR' VSVTAR'
Ao SV ( o ) VSV -(t o)
TVI UNIT (AV0)
AV VS~VTA R  SV(t )
'UVF UNIT (AVf)
VT ( a sv(to) + 22 V(t o ))
B-V - ( 21 22
g = AV xx bI
= sv(t ) - SVTAR
SllSV (to)  bV- (to)
I( cP . 12
RSV (to) RSE(to) + REV(to)
Vsv(to)= VsE(to) + EV+(to)
Sr(t o )  EV(to =A
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A(1, 1) 0
A(1, 2) = r 0 (-sin cos 9- cos f cosi sin 8)
A(1, 3) = r (-cos f sin 9 - sin cos i cos 0)
A(2, 1) = 0
A(2, 2) - r cos (OBL) (cos ( cos 0 - sin C cos i sin 6)
A(2, 3) = ro [cos (OBL) (-sin f sin + cos 0 cos i cos 6)
+ sin (OBL) sin.i cos 8]
A(3, 1) = 0
A(3, 2) = - r sin (OBL) (cos ) cos 0 - sin Q cos i sin 8)
A(3, 3) = ro [-sin (OBL) (-sin n sin a + cos 0 cos i cos 8)
+ sin (OB.L) sin i cos A]
aVsv(t°) - vj~v(t) ]
(1, ) - cos .sin 6- sin 0 cos i cos 8
B(1, 2) = v (sin 0 sin - cos n cos icos 6)
B(1, 3) = o (- cos cos 68 + sin cos i sin 8)
B(2, 1) = cos (OBL) (-sin 0 sin 8 + cos ( cos i cos e)
+ sin (OBL) sin i cos 6
B(2, 2) = v0 cos (OBL) (-cos P sin e- sin 0 cos i cos 6)
13(2, 3) = v [c o s (OBL) (-sin 0 cos 6 - cos 0 cos i sin 6)
- sin (OBL) sin i sin A]
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B(3, 1) = - sin (OBL) (-sin 0 sin e +co s  cos Icos )
+ cos (OBL) sin i cos 9
B(3, 2) = - v sin (OBL) (-cos DO sin 8 - sin 0 cos i cos 9)
B(3, 3) = v O [-sin (OBL) (-sin 0 cos 6 - cos 0 cos i sin 9)







REVMAG ro  EVo)
VEVMAG vo  EVv (to)I
LON 0 (rad) Longitude of ascending node
Position of vehicle from ascending
THE 0 node in orbital plane




FD AV AV. IVEVTAR -V VV(tf)I
TESTRD ( -I
GD O g
TSID- = REV(tf) - REVTAR
T T 8
LTD L T L
311, S12, S21, S22 <p (tf, to a (IE v(to0 VEVo(t0))
UVI u TVl VI = UNIT (EV(to) VEV (to))
UVF UVF UVF = UNIT VEVTA R  VEV(tf)
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C. Computation
Call COMIC3 to compute REV(to), VEv-(to), VEV+(to).
Call 'ITHU'D)Y to advance states to tf and compute 0p.
For the first iteration, call CTAR3 to compute 'EVTA R and VEVTAR'







G a AVG " g~ (vo,  , 0
Constraint gradient transposed
T TL L
a (v, 0 9)
V V Davidon's Variance matrix
Constraint violation
TSI = (t) - Rd
Rfd = RSVTAR or EVTAR
B. Output Parameters
TT






S = - [L V L]'I L T V
FG = f +T-





















Position and velocity of L 1 in S-frame:
S S M S\
SLI = (1- Ll SE + A EMR , + aM
S M V
VSL = (1- YL) SE s +  V M
AE + AM
If both A and A are zero, the following computation is omitted and targety z
position and velocity are set equal to that of L1 . Define L-frame unit vectors.
XL = UNITi SLI)
S .UNIT E AS s S  M S  S MS)ZL UNIT E SE X VSE + M
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SS S S
uYL = uZL xuXL
The matrix to transform a vector from S=frame to L-frame is given by
CL (( XLS T (yLS ZLS)T
The angular velocity of L-frame with respect to S-frame in S-frame is
defined by
VS
S S "(US SL1
SL ZL uYL /
'SL1
The target position and velocity in L-frame are defined by
k. Ay sin A,prA
LITAR Ay cos ATAR
Az sin ATAR
k n Ay cos ATAR
V LlTAR L  n Ay sin ATAR
W n Az cos ATAR
where
9B
n =  +  -L 22 BL
BL 1 -
(1- YL1) L1
S +E + M
2 w
k 2
Wn +( 2 BL + 1)
The target position.and velocity in S-frame are then given by
- S = sLIS+ (Cs L )T  _ L
RSVTAR  RSLI + CS LITAR
S S + (CSL)L S x (cL)T L

















Position and velocity of libration point in e- frame
-ELe EMe  V > 0 for L .
VEL e = (1- y) VEMe <0 for L 2
ir both Ay and Az are zero, the following computation is omitted and target
position and velocity are set equal to that of the libration point. Define -frame by
unit vectors:
XLe = UNIT (RELe)
'TZL = UNIT (-EMe VEM
e)
e e e
7YL = ZL x XL
The matrix to transform a vector from e-frame to 1-frame is given by
- ((TXL (WyLT ZL
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The angular velocity of a-frame with respect to e-frame in e-frame is
defined by
e -. EL)
EL e u ZLe eYLe REl1REL
The target position and velocity in -frame are defined by
k Ay sin AIAH
Ay cos ATARfLTAR TA
Az sin ATARI
W n  Ay cos ATAR
VLTAR n Ay sin ATAR
S Az cos ATAR
where " 2




k n + (2BL 1)
The target position and velocity in e-frame are then given by
REVTAR REL e + Ce LTAR
ee+ e x (Ce6 T






B (v, n, e)
T,S L
TSIS f d
Rfd = SVTAR or REVTAR
B. Output Parameters
DX dW d3= (dvg, dO, de)
C. Computation



















1, = - TI%= + T-VEV SE+ S
IEV SE + V SV
-My = _SM+ SV
VMV = vSM + VSM
EM =-SE + RSM
EM = - VSE + V SM












G ) (f + T "7d
GGD (g + LV)d
Sill), S12D,
S21D, S22D Od (tf, t o )
lUVID, UVFD -d(to), Xd(tf)
B. Output Parameters
Same as input parameters relabelled as X, F, TESTR G, TSI., LT, L
FG, GG, SIl, S12, S21,S 22, UVI, UVF.
C. Computation













KNR Lambert iteration parameter








v RE V S (t )
SMI '  iSM(tf )
VSMF VSM(t )
VSV Vsv(t o)  Final solution
S11, 512, S21, S22 p (tf. t ) State transition matrix
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C. Computation
Call FOURBY to advance states to tf. Newton-Raphson method is used 
which
iterates on VSV(t o ) until terminal constraint violation is less then ERRMIN or the
number of iteration exceeds ITERL. The desired change in initial velocity is given
by
dV = -((o12)l (i SVTAR - RSV(tf))
The subroutine has a built-in safeguard against inversion of a singular matrix
when the transfer is 2-dimensional.
D). Internal Parameters
VIV Dummy iteration variables 
of
initial velocity.
ERR Error vector of terminal 
constraint
violation







R V EV (to)












VEV VEV(to) Final Solution
S1, S12, S21, S22 p (tf, t o )
C. Computation
Call THRBDY to advance states to t . Use Newton-Raphson method to
iterate on VEV(to) until terminal constraint violation is less then ERRMIN or the
number of iteration exceeds ITERL.
The desired change in initial velocity is given by
d = - (12)- EVTAR EV(t) )
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The subroutine has a built-in safeguard against inversion of a singular matrix when
the transfer is 2-dimensional.
I). Internal Parameters
Same as listed under LAMB.
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Subroutine COMF
A. Input Paramete rs
Paramete r Smbol Definition
'TATto Starting time
TM t Interior impulse timem
TEND t f Terminal time
RSVO Wsv(to)
VSVI V SV (t 0 )
VSV0 Vsv-(to)
R[SEO TSE(to)
V S0 VS (to)
11SMO RSM(to)
V SMO VSM(to)
EIRIMIN Allowable position error
Number of increments in solving
JIfINC Lambert problem
KNRSAV Lambert iteration parameter
ITERD Outer loop ite ration 
numbe r
IT'MAX Maximum number of Lambert iterations
-+
VSVMPD VSV (tm), OLD
RSVMD RSV(tm) OLD
RSVTAR RSVTAR Target position
VSVTARl VSV TAR Target velocity
Sll) 911 t, tm ()LD






















Step 1. Call FOURBY to advance states from to to tm.
Step 2. If ITERD 0, go to step 4.
Step 3. Set VSVX (tm) = SV (tm)
ISVX(tm) =R sv(tm
Go to step 6.
Step 4. Solve second leg Lambert problem in increments
RSVX(tm)= RSV(tm)OLD
svx (t) =VSV (t)OLD
dRm (sv(t) - RSV(tm)OLD)/ILINC
Set Pll(tf, tm ) 11, OLD
P12 (tf ti) 012, OLD
ITERL 0
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Step 5. dVm - 12 (ftl tm)11 (tu. tm ) dim
SVX (tm)= SV(tm) + dR m
VSVX (tm) VSVX (tm ) + dVm
Step 6. Call LAMB
ITERL = ITERL + 1
If ITERL < ILINC, go to step 5.
Step 7. VSV (tm) = VSVX(t)
Step 8. A o V = SV (to) - VSV to)
Am VV (tm) VSV(tm)
AT = VSVTA R - Vsv(t f
UVI = unit (AVo )
VM = UNIT (AVm )
UVF =UNIT (AVf)










V.IVOP VEV (t )
JIEMO EM (to )
VEMO V EM(to)
ERR MIN Allowable position error
Number of increments to solve
1LINC Lambert problem
KNRSAV Lambert iteration parameter
IEI' RD Iteration number of outer loop
ITLMAX Maximum Lambert iterations
VEVMPD EV(tm)OLD
REVMD) TEV (tm )OLD
IREVTAR RE VTAR
VEVTA R EVTAR
SIllD N(tf t m OLD




VEVMP VEV (t m )
















Step I. Call THRBDY to advance states from to to tm
Step 2. If [TERD 0, go to step 4.
+t +
Step 3. Set VEVX m VEV (tm)
~EVx (tm) REV(tm)
Go to step 6.




dRM = (REV(tm) - EV(tm)OLD)/ILINC
Set 91l (tf, tm ) 'a11, OLD
012 (tfl tm ) 0 O12, OLD
ITEIL = 0
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Step 5. dV m  - 12 (t , tm) 'P (tf, tin) dRm
REVX(tm) = REVX(tm) + d m
S+t - +t
VEVX (m = VEVX (tm) + dV m
Step 6. Call LAMB3
ITERL - ITERL +1
If ITERL < ILINC, go to step 5.
Step 7. V (tm ) VEVX (tm
Step 8. AV = VEV (t o ) - VEV (t o)
AV= EV m(t)- VEV (tm)
AV = VEVTAR 
- VEV(t f)
avl = unit (AV o )
SVM = unit (AV m )
V = unit (AVf)





Paramete rs yhol Definition
SMill ~ 11P(tm. t o )
SMI12 9O22(t, t o )
SM121 '2(tm0to )
SMI 92 Q2 (t, to
SFMl 11(t f t m )
SFM12 P12 (tf, t m )
SFM21 P21 (tt, t m




VTMM v'(t m )
VTMP v (t m )
B. Output Parameter
BAV
C, Cost gradient g = (V(t), t





to ) mo, 12 (U VM- Po. II v)
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-(tm mo, 21 uVI v+ mo, 22 X (t0 )





g V ( ,T C 
.
-b o m , 12
printed out after each iteration.
Pa rameter Symbol












STM p (t, t o)  State transition matrix
IPVTM IPVTM 
= 0, Advance PV.only
1, Also monitor max.
value of primer vector magnitude.
B. Output Pa-rameters
PV PV(t) PV(t) = (X(t), X(t))
LM
LDM
The following parameters are transmitted through COMMON/CTM/.





PVTM X (t m )
PVDTM X (tm)




x (t) x (to
= cp(t, t o )  )
S(t) (to)
If IPVTM 0, monitor Ik (t) I to determine maximum value.
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Subroutine DISP




























Angle at vehicle between LOS to
ANGV ANGV sun and earth
Angle at earth between LOS to
ANGE ANGE sun and vehicle
Angle at sun between LOS to
ANGS ANG S  vehicle and earth
C. Computation
The position and velocity of 4-body. L1 point in S-frame are computed by
M
RSL1 (1 - YL1) (RSE + REM)
JE +  M
AM
VSLI = (1 -YL (VSE + M VEMJAE + $M
An earth centered rotating frame (D-frame) for display is used to suppress
the motion of the earth which is significant due to its orbital eccentricity around
the sun and the presence of the moon.
Define:
TXDS = unit(SS=
UZD unit (RSE XVsE)
S S S
'aYD = ZD x iXD
The transformation from the inertial S-frame to a frame parallel to the
rotating D-frame is given by the matrix
=((-fxD iS)T, YS)T, (ZDS)T)
The D-frame rotates with respect ot S-frame with an angular velocity
defined by
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SwI -ZD YDSS VSE)/ ISEl
'IThe transformating from S-frame to D-frame for typical position and





D C S CD (Cs Di\BDV   S DV S = CS D  SVS - R S D S
VDVD D CSD SV V SDS SDS x RDVS
The angles at the vehicle, sun and earth are computed by
IRSE = UNIT (SE)
TiREV = UNIT (1EV
TRSV = UNIT (SV)
ANG = cos- (REV * RSV)/DTR
ANG E = cos
- 1 (-iRSE TIREV)/DTR
ANGS 180- (ANG +ANGE
DTR = Degree to radian conversion
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Subroutine DISP3



























The position and velocity of 3-body libration point L in e-frame are
computed by
REL = (1- ) REM
VEL Y (- ) VEM
where y > 0 for L 1 and y < 0 for L 2 .
A moon centered rotating frame (d-frame) for display is used to suppress
the motion of the moon. Define
UXD e = UNIT (WEMe)
9ZDe =unit (- EMe x VMe
e e .e
WYD =D ZD xuXD
The transformation from the inertial e-frame -to a frame parallel to the
rotating d-frame is given by the matrix
Ced. (XDe) YDe ( T eT)
The d-frame rotates with respect to the e-frame with an angular velocity
W -el (-YDe. EM
The transformations from the e-frame to d-frame for typical position and





R Cd RDVe d Ced ( Ve ED)
(IV Cd (V IV e  e -e j 0--) 
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The angles at the vehicle, earth and moon are computed by:
IMV = UNIT (RMV)
UREM = UNIT (REM
IREV = UNIT (EV)
ANG = cos - (RMV U Ev)/DTR
ANGM cos " (-uREM '- RMV)/DTR
ANGE = 180 - (ANGV + ANGM)
DTR = Degree to radian conversion
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Subroutine PTRAJ
Input parameters are transmitted through COMMON/TDATA/. If
IPTRAJ, = 1, the following parameters are printed at each time step.






















ANGv ANGE ANGS H(DAY)
If IPV = 1, the primer vector history below is printed.
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Subroutine PTRAJ3
Input parameters are transmitted through COMMON/TDATA3/. 
If
IPTRAJ 1= , the following parameters are printed at each time step.












ANG V ANGE ANGM
Ir IPV - 1, the primer vector history to printed
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Subroutine FI)ATA
Input parameters are transmitted through COMMON/TDATA/. If IFILEX or
IFILE is position nonzero the following double precision parameters are filed
sequentially in unformatted form.
Parameter File Location Parameter File Location
t +1 "') 54 -56
2 , 57 -59h 2. .)MI  57-59
sv 3 - 5 VDM 60-62
VSV 6 - 8 TT D  63 - 65
TEV 9 - 11 VDL1 
66-68
VEV 12 -14 XX 69- 74
RMV 15 -17 IX- 75
MV 18 - 20 76
1SE 21 - 23 ANGV 77
vSE 24 - 26 ANGE 78
M 27 - 29 ANG 79
30 - 32 fi5 ,I 80
M 33 -35 IVsv 81
VEM 36 -38 IrEVi 82
iSLI 39 -41 IVEVI 83
vSLl 42 - 44 rMV 84
DV
v 48-50 Blank 86-100
S51 - 53 Total 1009)S
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Subroutine I')ATA3
Input parameters are transmitted through COMMON/TDATA3/. 
If IFILEX
or IFILE is positive nonzero, the following double precision parameters are filed
sequentially in unformatted form.
Parameter File Location Pa ramete r File Location
t + 1 VDL 42 - 44
h 2 XX 45-50
i iv 3 - 5 51
V 6 " d i- 52
MV 9 - 11 ANGv 53
-VMV 12 - 14 ANGE 54
REM 15 - 17 ANGM 
55
EVM 18.- 20 IREV 56
iEL 21 - 23 IVEVI 57
VlL 24 - 26 IM 58
", 27 - 2 IVMV 59
- )Vd 30 - 32 1 EMI 60
DE d  33 - 35EM 61
V- d 36 - 38 Blank 62 - 75DE








Intcgration too slow. Allowable single step 
Increase ERRIMAX or
position error too small. ERRMXM. Check input.
Input error.
TWOBDY fails to Bad input state vector Check input.
converge or gives or gravitational constants..
strange answers.
I;'OURBY (THRBIDY) Bad input to TWOBDY. Check input.
gives strange answers.
Slow to satisfy Allowable terminal error Increase ERRMIN 
or
constraint. too small. EPSTSI.
LAMB (LAMB3) fails Bad nominal trajectory. Search for new nominal
to converge, closer to satisfy 
constraint.
Reduce KNR.
ETP2 (:ETP213) rails Bad nominal trajectory. Search for new nominal
to satisfy constraint. closer to satisfy 
constraint.
Reduce KDX.
ETP2I (ETP213) fails Bad V-matrix. Reduce EPSV. Try new
to reduce AV. . estimate of independent
variables.
PTP31 (PtP313) fails Bad V-matrix. Reduce EPSV. Try new
to reduce AV. estimate of independent
variables.
ite IruSuggestions
1. It pays to search for a nominal trajectory which comes close to satisfy terminal
constraint. This is not so important in a short transfer, which will converge
even if the nominal trajectory misses the target badly. For long transfer, a
bad nominal trajectory will prolong iterations due to increased nonlinearity,
which reduces permissable changes in the independent variables.
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2. A capability to plot trajectory is very helpful to show whether a nominal
trajectory ti heading in the right direction. It is not difficult to adjust 
the
independent variables properly after examining a plot of the trajectory but
it is very difficult to determine what action to take by looking at 
a printout.
3. it is generally better to run the programs by a succession 
of short runs
instead of a single long run. The pauses between short runs 
enable the user
to interpret the results and make necessary changes. It is not 
possible nor
practical to fully automate a program to take into 
account all possible
contingencies.
4. When a run is continued, use the current independent variables, 
V-matrix,




This example may be used to check out Program TRAJ and associated sub-
routines. It is a 4-body transfer from noon July 4, 1978 from a 100 n. mi. 
earth
parking orbit to L I in 36 days.
B1. Input Parameters
(Car No. Format Parameter V alue
1 4D20. 11 GL1 1. 001098D-02
AUM 1. 49597893D+11
UTIME 5. 813235 77632D+01
UVELM 3. 35 742409867D-05
2 31)20.11 MS 9. 99996959568D-01
ME 3.00348453188D-06
MM 3. 69431224671D-08








5 41)20.11 (2) 1. 9215 7060597D-01
(3) -1. 47749626270D-05
'100
RSMO (1) 1. 99125783494D-01
(2) -9. 94358817445D-01.
6 4D20. 11 (3) -1. 68002571823D-04
VSMO (1) 9. 32348120275D-01
(2) 1.95028878329D-01
(3) -2. 62545160637D-04
7 3D20.11 TDAYO 1. 099D+03
TTRIPD 3.6D+01
ERIRMXM 1. 5241)+02
8 4D20.11 REVMAG 4. 3873915 7152D-05
VEVMAG 3. 69220195569D-01
OINCD 2. 85D+01
OBLD 2. 3445 7874302D+01
9 2D20. 11 LOND 3. 59181042981D+02
THED -3. 51880454048D401








A printout of the trajectory at each time step is submitted with this guide in a
separate package. The state vectors at the terminal time is






The vehicle intercepts the I, 1 point after 36 days. The t-ajectories with respect
to earth and moon are shown in Figures 2a.to 2f. The primer vector magnitude
history is shown in Figure 2g. The AV of this transfer is 354.57 m/s. Note
that the initial earth parking orbit has an inclination of 28. 5 deg. If this
restriction is removed, the AV of the same transfer of 36 days is about 288 m/s
(Ref. 2).
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POSITION WRT EAfRTH IN X-Y PLANE
* L1
0 - MOON
3.312 = o SPACECRAFT
LAUNCH a NOON JULY BI 1978





Figure 2a 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 1)
103
POSITION WRT MOON IN X-T PLANE
X - EA~RTH
* SPCECRAFT
0.012. LAUNCH s NOON JULY 94 1978





-0.912 -0.8 8 -9. 004 9 9.99
X-AXIS
Figure 2b 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 1)
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fROTATING FRAME X- PLANE)
3.19i X = EARTH -
o MOON
R.ear TRI : "36 OPTS
.
-8. 912 -. 81 --. 9 -. 996 -9.99 -.9.2 8.82 9.9m
X-AXIS
Figure 2c 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 1)





LI : 400 JULY 04 1978
0.002- TRIe : D36 O TS
-B.392
-0.08
-tL312 -. 91 -. 008 -0.06 -C.n -0.002 .2 8.02
X-ITXIS
Figure 2d 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 1)
0.013. SPACECRAFT DIS TANCES
+ TO L
X 1TO EMRT
0.912 0 . IOON












0 19. 20 30 40 So
TRIP TIME (DAY)





X a TO EAFTH
0 = TO MOON
. " LAUNCH ,00N JULY 9, 19"78





9C - . ------ 4-
9 10 29 30 4B
ThIP TIME (DA1
Figure 2f 2-impulse Transfer (Example 1)
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PRIME VECTOR MAGNITUDE
LAUNCHM NOON JULY 04 1978


















0 .19 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .89 .90 1.00
-. 18
TIME




This example may be used to check out Program EXLAM andassociated
subroutines. It is a 4-body transfer from noon July 4, 1978 from a given position
at earth to a given point in space in 36 days.
B. Input Parameters
* Same as in Ex. 1
Card No. Format Parameter Value











4 4D20.11 RSEO (1) 1. 98930091D-01
(2) -9. 97050589850D-01
(3) 6. 79027012471D-05
VSEO (1) 9. 64906589348D-01
5 4D20.11 (2) 1. 92157060597D-01
(3) -1. 477496262 70D-05
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RSMO (1) 1. 99125783494D-01
(2) -9.94358817445D-01
6 4D20.11 (3) -1. 68002571823D-04
VSMO (1) 9. 32348120275D-01
(2) 1.95028878329D-01
(3) -2. 62545160637D-04
7 3)20.11 TDAYO 1. 099D+03
TRIPD 3. 6D+01
ERRMXM 1.524D+02




9 11D20.11 KNR 1. OD+00




11 21)20.11 (2) 2. 97557757082D-01
(3) 2. 76469306727D-02
C. Output Parameters
A printout of Lambert iterations is submitted with this guide in 
a separate
package. The initial state vector is:
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The iteration history is as follows:
IT ER Errorb







8 6.1105D12 < ERRMIN







This example may be used to check out Program ETP2I and associated
subroutines. It is a 4-body transfer from noon July 4, 1978 to L1 in 44 days. 
The
earth parking orbit has an inclination of 28. 5 deg.
B. Output Parameters
* Same as in Ex. I
** Same as in Ex. 2
Card No. Format Parameter Value











4 2D20.11 TDAYO *
TTRIPD 4. 40D+01




































The converged initial conditions are:
VEVMAG 10997.1 m/s




lAVfl 377. 80 m/s
3582.00
Ref. 2 indicates that IAVf I is 263. 31 m/s for the 44 day transfer without
the inclination angle costraint.
A printout of the iterations together with the trajectory at each time step
is submitted in a separate package.
The trajectory is shown in Figure 3a to 3f. The primer vector history is
shown in Figure 3g.
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LAUNCH s NOON JULY 04 1978




-0.012 -0. 08 -0.004 0 0.004
X-AXIS
Figure 3a 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 3)
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POSITION WRT MOON IN X-Y PLANE
X = EARTH
S= SPACECRAFT
0.012 LAUNCH : NOON JULY 04 1978




-0.012 -0.008 -0.004 0 0.004
X-AXS
Figure 3b 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 3)
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ROTATING FRAME (X-Y PLANE)




LRUNH - NOON JULY 04 1978





-. 012 -0.010 -0.008 -0.005 -0.004 -0.02 0 0.002 0.004
X-AXIS
Figure 3c 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 3)




LANCH : NOON JULT 84 1978






-8.0 12 -0.010 -0. 008 -0.0 05 -0.004 -T0.r 2 0 0.002
X-AX!s
Figure 3d 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 3)
SPACECRAFT DISTANCE5
0.113 + - TO LI
X a TO EARTH
0 , TO MOON
0.012 LAUNCH NOON JUJL 80 1978






0 10 20 30 0 5so
TRIP TIME (DRY)




3. 38 X a TO EARTH
0 - TO MOON
LAUNCH NOON JULY IB4 1978







0 19 20 30 49 5
TRIP TIME (OAY)
Figure 3f 2-Impulse Transfer (Example 3)
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PRIMER VECTOR MAGNITUOE
LAUNCH : NOON JULY Bq 1978



















9 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00
TIME




This example may be used to check out Program PTP31I and associated
subroutines. It is a 4-body 3-impulse transfer from noon July 4, 1978 to L 1 in
44-days. The 2-impulse transfer shown in Ex. 3 was used as the reference.
B. Input Parameters
* Same as in Ex. 1.
The starting independent variables ( o , tm ) shown here are values near
the end of a sequence of computer runs.
Card No. Format Parameter Value




2 3 D20.11 MS *
ME *
MM
3 3D20.11 TSTART 1. 89051337719D+01
TM 1. 96168629221D)01
TEND 1. 96620272076D+01

















8 2D20.11 (2) 4. 28411625 788D-01
(3) 2.23856828208D-02




10 2D20.11 (2) 7. 70222061894D-01
(3) -3. 40110040616D-04




12. 2D20.11 (2) 7. 90914481955D-01
(3) -5.54211553533D-05
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13 31)20.11 KNR 1. OD+00
ERRMIN 1. OD-10
ERRMXM 1. 524D+02
14 3D20.11 FMINM 3. 4D+03
EPS 1. OD-02
EPSV 1. OD-04





16 41)20.11 V(1, 1) 1. 507044971341)-04
V(1, 2) 1. 08127195736D-04
V(1, 3) -1. 88527012972D-03
V(1, 4) -1. 33164676422D-01
17 41)20.11 V(2, 1) = V(1, 2)
V(2, 2) -1. 72891113995D-04
V(2, 3) 1. 25136470933D-03
V(2, 4) 1. 00119585112D-01
18 41)20.11 V(3, 1) = V(1, 3)
V(3, 2)= V(2, 3)
V(3, 3) -3.48824401009D-03
V(3, 4) -3. 68585896226D-01
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19 4D20.i11 V(4, ) = V(1, 4)
V(4, 2) V(2, 4)
V(4, 3) = V(3, 4)
V(4, 4) -3. 32401335566D+01
C. Output Parameters
The trajectory is shown in Figure 4a to 4f. The primer vector history is
shown in Figure 4g. The interior impulse applied at about 41. 9 days is nearly at
the end of the 44-day transfer. The costs are
Initial impulse 3207. 35 m/s
Interior impulse 273.44 m/s
Terminal impulse 97. 64
3578. 43
The 3-Impulse transfer costs about 3.50 m/s less than the 2-Impulse
transfer.
D). Comment
The 3-impulse transfer is difficult to generate, especially when the
2-impulse transfer is nearly optimal. First, the difficulty is to break 
away
from the 2-impulse transfer. Secondly, the cost gradient must be 
reduced
several orders of magnitude lower than necessary in order to satisfy the
condition
-- xm+ " X m  m- 'm m m m
while the cost remains practically unchanged. To accomplish this it may be
necessary to reduce the single step allowable position error 
by an order of
magnitude.
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LAUNCH s NOON JULY a4 1978
TmrIP : 44 0AY5
0. 004
-0.012
-0.012 -0. 088 -0.034 0 3. 94
X-AXI1
Figure 4a 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
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POSITION WRT MOON IN X-T PLINE
X - RRrTH
S. SACECRAFT
0.012 LAUNCH : NOON JULY 09 1978





-0.012 -0.008 -09.04 0 9.004
X-AXI5
Figure 4b 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
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f OTATING FRAME IX-T PLANE)
B.la. X - EmRTH
a - iooN
+- L1
LUaw: mNOlm JULY gl 1978
I 8
X-Xl
Figure 4c 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
ROTFATING FRAME IX-Z PLWNE]
X - E1RTH
0.004 0 - HMOON
= SPACECPFT
+ - L1
LAUNCH : NOON JULY 04 1978




-g. gg . I U I I I I
-g0.12 -8.010 -0.00 -g0.0 -0. 00 -0.002 0 0.002 0.080
X-FAXI5
Figure 4d 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
0.013 5rPCECRFT D ISTANCES
+ - TO Lt
= TO EARTH
0.01a " TO MOON
LR JNCM: NOON JULYT s 1978








10 20 30 42 So
TMIF TIME (DAT
Figure 4e 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
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SPACECRAFT VELOCITIES
+ - TO LI
X - TO EARTH
0.7g 0 - TO MOON
LAUNCM % NOON JULY 04 1978





9 10 20 30 40 5s
TRIP TIME 10Y)
Figure 4f 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
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PRIMER VECTOR MAGNITUOE
2.10 LAUNCH : NOON JULY 04 1978















- - - 4-- - - - -- -.. 4 . 4 .- -. . - ---4
0 .10 .20 .30 .42 .50 .60 .70 .B0 .30 1.00
-.12
TIME
Figure 4g 3-Impulse Transfer (Example 4)
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P IPVlT108,' IpVTM'/lH ,110,5120)





108 FORMATl HOT8,SRSVOvT6B,$VSVIh/1H l1P6D20*111
109 FORMAT(lHOql8,9PVOI/1H tIP6D20.11)
110 FORMAT(1H0,T8,$RSVF'iT68,'VSVFI/lH ,1P6D20.11/1H ,T8,'RSEF',

















































102 FORMAT(1H ,40XTHREE-BODY TRAJECTORY'/1HOT8,'GAMMA',T28,
I*UDMT48,'UTIME*,T680UVELMlT88,ERRMXMT),I
E R R M A x / I H
21P6D20.11/1H ,T8,'ME',T28,'MM'/lH ,1P2D20.11)
103 FORMAT(1HOT B8, T D A Y O T 2 8 ,$ T R I P D *
T 4 8
,'
T D A Y F T 6 8
,





,T6 8 ,# IMTX,
IT88, IPV,T108,lIPVTM'/1H 1105120)
105 FORMAT(lHOT8,'REMO',T68,'VEMO */1H 1P6D20.111
106 FORMAT(lHOT8,1'REVMAGT28, *VEVMAG v T48,OINCDT68'LOND,
1T88,*THED'/1H ,lP5D20.11)
07 FORMAT(1HOT8,'REVO*,T68,'VEVO P '/1H ,1P6D20.11)
108 FORMAT(1HOT8v'PVOl/lH ,1P6D20.11)
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C PROGRAM SOLVES 2-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM OF TRANSFER FROM























































IF(IPTRAJ.GT.0) GO TO 7
IF(IFILE.GT.O) GO TO 7
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GO TO






102 FORMAT(1H ,40X,IFOUR-BODY LAMBERT PROBLEMl/lHO,18,GLl'*T
2 8Y
1,AUM,,T4 8 ,,UTIME,T68,UVELMPT88,IERRMXMvT108,IERRMAXI/IHv




104 FORMAT(IH ,TR,,IMODE,T 28,,TLMAXIT48,*IPTJXPT68,lIFILEX'?
1T88,' IPTRAJ' ,1108,' IFILE'/IH ,110,5120)
105 FORMAT(lH0vT8,iRSE0,tT68,'VSEO'/IH ,1P6020.11/1H ,T8,'RSMOp









C PROGRAM SOLVES 2-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM OF TRANSFER FROM






































CALL LAMB 3 (TSTARTTENDREVOVEVOPREMOVEMOKNRTLMAXERRMIN
1REVTAR,REVFVEVFREMF,VEMFS11,S1





IF(IPTRAJ.EQ.O) GO TO 4








02 FORMAT(1H 140X,'3-BODY LAMBERT PROBLEM'/IHOT8,'GAMMA',T28,
) 1UDM,,T4 8,,UTIME*,T68'UVELM',T889'ERRMXM',T108ERRMAX/lH 9
21P6D20.11/lH ,T8, ME',T28,' MM
'





P4 FORMAT(IH I,T8,'IMODE,,T28,0ITLMAXI,148,iIlPTJ .X',68,'. IFILEXI/
11H ,110,3120)











C PROGRAM COMPUTES FUEL OPTIMAL 2-IMPULSE TRANSFER FROM A PARKING
ORBIT OF GIVEN INCLINATION TO A GIVEN FINAL POSITION AND VELOCITY







4 S2 2 (3 ,3 ),DX(3),DELX(3),UVI(3,UVF(3),TEMP(3,3),DUM(
























2 IF(ICOMV.GT.O) GO TO 19
C OPTION TO INPUT VARIANCE MATRIX (ICOMV=O)
READ(5,100)((V( I,J)J=1,3),I=1,3)
GO TO 1




















































IF(ICOMV.EQ.O) GO TO 200






200 WRITE(6,111l((V(I,J), J = 1,3), I =1,3)









2 S9S 2 1S9
1S2 2 S,UVISUVFS,X,FTESTR,G,TSI,LT,L,FGGGSllS1
2






C ACCELERATED GRADIENT PROJECTION ITERATION LOOP
4 ITERD=ITERD+1
5 DO 501 1=1,3
DO 501 J=1,3










































IF(TESTRS.GT.EPSTSI) GO TO 801
KDX=KDXSAV
IF(ITERD.EQ.0) GO TO 11




11 IF(ITERD.LT.ITERMX)GO TO 300
WRITE(6,127)
GO TO 17
300 IF(ITERD.EQ.O)GO TO 16






IF(P.LT.EPS) GO TO 17
GAMMA=-DOT(GG,R,3)/P
145

















2 1,S2 2 v
2UVI,UVF)







1 S2 2 StUVIS,UVFSX,F,TESTR,GTSILT,L,FG,GG,St11,S12S21,522,
2 UVI,UVF)
























102 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'4-BODY 2-IMPULSE OPTIMAL TRANSFER FROM EARTH'/
11H ,T8,'TO HALO TARGET AT L1. ITERATE ON VELOCITY MAGNITUDE'/
21H ,T8,',LONGITUDE OF NODE AND ORBITAL ANGLE FROM NODE USING'/
31H ,T8,'ACCELERATED GRADIENT PROJECTION AND DAVIDON VARIANCE'/
41H ,T8,'METHOD')
,03 FORMAT(lHOT8, 'GL1 ' ,T28,'AUM*' T48, 'UTIME,' T6 8b 'UVELM
' T8 8 ,
1,ERRMXM',Tl08,'ERRMAX'/1H ,1P6D20.11)




105 FORMAT(1H ,T 8 ,'TDAYO',T28 ,TTRIPD,T48
, 'TDAYF ' tT68,'TSTART '
IT88, TTRIP ,T108 ITEND'/1H 1P6D20.11)
6 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'RSEOOT68,'VSEO'/1H l1P6D20.11)
ru7 FORMAT(1H ,T8jRSMO',T68,tVSMO'/ IH ,1P6D20.11)
108 FORMAT(IH ,T8BaVEVMAG,TT28,hLONDlT48,*THED,T68'REVMAG'/
11H ,lP4D20.11)







111 FORMATI1HO,T8,tV'/1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,1P3D20.11)
112 FORMAT(lHOT8,'X*,T68,'F',T88, ' FG,T108,TESTR'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
113 FORMAT(H ,T8,'TSI',T68,'G'/1H 1P6020.11)
114 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'LT'/1H ,lP6020.11/lH ,1P3020.11)
115 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'GG'/1H ,1P3D20.11)
116 FORMAT(1HT8,t'ITERD' T28 'DX I / H ,I10,10X,1P3D20ll1)
117 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'XS,T68,'KV'/1H ,1P4D20,11)
118 FORMAT(1HO,T8, CONSTRAINT RESTROATION9)
119 FORMAT(1HOT8,'DX'/1H 1P3020.11)
120 FORMAT(1H ,TB,'KDX',T28,$DELX'/1H ,1P4D20.11)




122 FORMAT(LH 1T8,'GS',T68, *GGS'/1H l1P6D20.11)




125 FORMAT(lHO,T8, I INPUT TARGETt/1HOT8,RSVTARt,T68, VSVTAR'/
11H ,1P6D20.11)
126 FORMAT(1HT8 -------------------- )





C PROGRAM COMPUTES FUEL OPTIMAL 2-IMPULSE TRANSFER FROM A PARKING
C ORBIT OF GIVEN INCLINATION TO A GIVEN FINAL POSITION AND VELOCITY













2 S2 20D( 3 3 )vREVF(3),VEVF(3),REMF(3)gVEMF(
















22 IF(ICOMV.GT.O) GO TO 19
c OPTION TO INPUT VARIANCE MATRIX (ICOMV=O)
READ(5,100) ((V(I,J),J=1,3),1=1,3)
GO TO 1













































C COMPUTE INITIAL NOMINAL TRAJECTORY




IF(ICOMV.EQ.0) GO TO 200
















2 SS 2 1S,
IS2 2 SUVISUVFSX,FTESTR,G,TSILTLFGGG9S 11Sl
2






C ACCELERATED GRADIENT PROJECTION ITERATION 
LOOP
4 ITERD=ITERD+1
5 DO 501 I=1,3
DO 501 J=1,3
501 V(I,J) = KV*VSAV(IJ)
6 CALL MXV(VGGR,3,3)
P=DOT(GGtR,3)








































IF(TESTRS.GT.EPSTSI) GO TO 801
KDX=KDXSAV
IF(ITER.EQ.O) GO TO 11




11 IF(ITERD.LT.ITERMX)GO TO 300
WRITE(6,126)
GO TO 17
300 IF(ITERD.EQO.)GO TO 16






IF(P.LT.EPS) GO TO 17
GAtMMA=-DOT(GG, Rt3)/P




























2 SS 2 1S,
1S22SUVIS,UVFS,XF,TESTR,GTSI,LT,LFGGGS11,S12,S
2 1,S 2 2
2 IUVI,UVF)






















102 FORMAT(1H ,T8'3-BODY 2-IMPULSE OPTIMAL TRANSFER FROM EARTH'/
11H ,T8,'TO HALO ORBIT AT L1 OR L2. ITERATE ON VELOCITY'/
21H ,T8,'MAGNITUDE, LONGITUDE OF NODE AND ORBITAL ANGLE FROM'/
31H ,T8,'NODE USING ACCELERATED GRADIENT PROJECTION AND '/
41H ,T8,'DAVIDON VARIANCE METHOD')
103 FORMAT(1HOT8,' GAMMA ' tT28, 'UD M ' ,T48,UTIME
'




105 FORMAT(1H ,TB,'TDAYOI,T28,TTRIPOD ' T48,'TDAYF',T68,'TSTART'
1T88, TTRIP.. T108,'TEND'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
-L06 FORMAT(1H ,T8,lREMO',T68,'VEMO'/1H ,1P6D20.11)





109 FORMAT(IH ,TB8,ALPHAtT28,BETA*tT48, 'EP S t T68,
§EPSTSIS T 8 89
1'KDXT1Tl08'EPSV'/1H v1P6D20.11)
FORMAT(LH ,T8,'ICOMVO,T28,' ITERMX' ,T48,' IFILEX',T68,' ITAR'/
11H 1i10,3120)
1il FORMAT(1H0,T8,'Vt/1H ,lP6D20.11/1H l1P3D20.11)
112 FORMAT(1HOT 8 ,X,T68, iFT88, FGI,T108,'TESTR'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
113 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'TSI',T68,'G'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
114 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'LT'/1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,1P3D20.11)
115 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'GG'/1H ,1P3D20.11)
116 FORMAT(1H1,T8vITERD',T28,'DX'/1H ,I10,10X,1P3D20.11)
117 FORMAT(IH ,TB,'XS',T68,'KV'/1H ,1P4D20.11)
.118 FORMAT(1HO,T8, 'CONSTRAINT RESTROATION')
119 FORMAT(1HOT8,' DX/1H IlP3D20.11)
120 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'KDX*,T28,'DELX'/lH ,1P4D20.11)
121 FORMAT(1H ,T8, FS' T28,'TESTRS' ,T48,
'F GS',T68,'TSIS'/1H v
II11P6D20.11)
122 FORMAT(1H ,T8, GS',T68,'GGS'/lH ,1P6D20.11)
123 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'P/1H ,1PD20.11)
124 FORMAT(1HOT8,AYMT28, 'AZM,T48,'ATAR
DO' / H ,1P3D20.11)
125 FORMAT(IHOT8,'INPUT TARGET/1lHOT8,REVTART68,VEVTAR/1H ,
11P6D20.11)





C PROGRAM COMPUTES FUEL OPTIMAL 3-IMPULSE TRANSFER FROM A GIVEN






2 2 S( 3 ,3 )





3 ),RC( 4 ),




8 SFM1 2C( 3 ,3 ),SFM21C(3,3),SFM22C(3,3),RSVMD(3),VSVMPD(3),UVIS(
3 ),
9UVMS(3),UVFS(3),S(4),SFM11(3,3),SFM12(3,3),SFM21(3,3),
lSFM 2 2( 3 ,3 ),UVI(3),UVM(3),UVF(3),UVI(3),DUVMM(
3 ),DUVMP( 3 )r
2SMI11(3,3),SMI12(3,3),SMI21(3,3),SMI22(3,3),PVO(6),PVM(6)I

















C OPTION TO INPUT VARIANCE MATRIX(ICOMV=O)
READ(5,100) ((V(I,J),J=1,4), I =1,4)
GO TO 1








































IF(ICOMV.EQ.0) GO TO 40






























3 SM11 2 S,SMI21S,SMI22S,SFM11S,SFM12S,SFM21S,SFM2
25 )





























































































11 IF(FC.LT.F)GO TO 10





































































102 FORMAT(1HO,40X,' 4 - BODY 3-IMPULSE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM'/
11HO,T8,'GLl',T28, AUMmT48,'UTIME',T68, UVELM',T88*,ERRMXM
t '
2T108,'ERRMAX'/1H ,1P6D20.11/LH ,T8,'MS',T28,'MEf,T48,'MM'/1H •
31P3D20.11)




104 FORMAT(1HO,T8, VSVI'tT68,'VSVMPI/1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,T8',tRSVTAR',
1T68,'VSVTAR'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
105 FORMAT(1HO,T8,'KNRIT28,'ERRMIN I ,T48,' FMINM',T6
8 9*EPS',T 8 8 ,
1'EPSV'/1H ,1P5D20.11)
106 FORMAT(lHOT8,'ICOMV.,T28,' ITLMA X ',T48, 'ILINC
' T6 8 ,' ITDMAX ',T 8 8 ,
1'-IFILEX'/1H ,110,4120)
107 FORMAT(1HO,T8,1 V' /1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,1P4D20.11)
108 FORMAT(1H ,T8,F',,T28,'G',T108,' GMAG'/
1H ,1P6D20.11)
109 FORMAT(1H1,T8,'ITERD'/1H ,110)
110 FORMAT(IHO,T8'S',T88.,'SG'/ 1H ,1P5D20.11)
111 FORMAT(1HO,T8,'SIGNS OF S AND SG REVERSED'/1H ,T8,'S,T88,'SG'/
11H l1P5020.11)
112 FORMAT(1HO,T8,'DX * ,T88,' ALPHA'/1H ,1P5D20.11/1H ,T8t'XS'/1H
11H ,1P4D20.11)
113 FORMAT(1H ,T8,$FS,T28, GS',T108,'GSMAG*/1H ,1P6D20.,11)
157
114 FORMATI1H rT8,'DGlrTB8i,'P'T108,'SGSl/1H qP6D20..1/IH ,T8,
1*R ,T88tRMAG/1H 91P5D20.11)
115 FORMAT(1HOT8,rCUBIC INTERPOLATION BETWEEN X AND XS'/1HOT8,
1'DXC',T88,'ALPHACI/1H ,lP5D20.11/1H ,T8,'XC'/1H ,1P4020.11)
..6 FORMAT(1H ,T8,FCT28,'GC T1OB8'GCMAG/1H ,1P6D20.11)
117 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'DGCI'tT88,'PC/1H 1P5D20.11/lH ,T8,'RCl'T88,
1'RCMAG'/1H ,1P5D20.11)
118 FORMAT(1HOIT8,OUTPUT OF THIS ITERATION/1HOT8
r x 
,T88,'F' v
1TIO8,'GMAGI/1H lP6D20.11/1H vTB,'G'/1H ,1P4020.11/1H ,T8,
2'RSVMD,T68, 'VSVMPD' /1H P6D20. 11)
119 FORMAT(1HOT8,NO. OF DAVIDON ITERATIONS HAS REACHED MAXIMUM')
120 FORMAT(1HI)
121 FORMAT(1HOTB,'SGS/1H 1PlD20.11)





C PROGRAM COMPUTES FUEL OPTIMAL 3-IMPULSE TRANSFER FROM A GIVEN
C INITIAL POSITION TO A GIVEN FINAL POSITION AND VELOCITY IN
q FIXED TIME.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-HK-M,O-Z)






2 S( 3 ,3 )9







2 C( 3 ,3)I
7SFM11C( 3 ,3 ),SFM12C(3,3),SFM21C(3,3),SFM22C(3,3),REVMD(
3 )v
8VEVMPD( 3 ),UVIS(3),UVMS(3),UVFS(3),S(4),SFM11(3,3),SFM1
2 (3 ,3 )I





















C OPTION TO INPUT VARIANCE MATR]X(ICOMV=O)
READ(5,100)((V(IvJ),J=1,4 ) ,1 Il 4)
GO TO 1











WRITE( 6 lO 2 )GAMMA,UDMUTIMEUVELMERRMXMERRMAXME9MM


























































CALL COMF 3 (TSTART,XS(4),TEND,REVO,VEVO,VEVOP,REMOVEMOERRMIN,
IILINC,KNRSAV,ITERD,ITLMAX,REVMDO,VEVMPDREVTARVEVTARSFMIlD,
2 SFM12D,REVMSyEVM MS,VEVMPS,FS,UVIS,UVMSUVFSSMI1S,SMI12S,





















































2 SFM1 2 D,REVMCVEVMMC,VEVMPC,FCUVIC,UVMCUVFCSMIIICSM112C,
3 SM121CSMI22CSFM11C,SFM12C,SFM21CSFM
2 2C)











































11 IF(FC.LT.F)GO TO 10





































































102 FORMAT(1HO,40X,' 3 - BO D Y 3-IMPULSE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM'/
11HO,T8,tGAMMAI,T28,'UDMt,T48,'
U T I M E
,T68,'U V E L M ,T88,B'E
R R M X M 9'
2T108,'ERRMAX/1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,T8,MEl,T28,
' MM'/1H ,1P2D20.11)
103 FORMAT(IH ,T8,'TSTART ,T




104 FORMAT(1HOT8,' VEVOP ',T68,
'VEVMP' / 1H ,1P6D20. I1/lH ,T8,'REVTAR#,
1T68,$VEVTARI/1H ,1P6D20.11)
105 FORMAT(1HOT8,'KNR ' ,T28,'ERRMIN
' T 4 8
,
' FM INMT 6 8B 'EPS*, T 8 8
1'EPSV'/1H ,1P5D20.11)
106 FORMAT(lHO,18,' ICOMV ' T 2
8
,
' I T L M A X '
,
T 4 8 '
,
I L IN C
',
T 6 8
,I I T D M A X T 8 8 ,
1 IFILEXi/1.H ,110,4120)
107 FORMAT(1HOT8,'V/IH ,1P6D20.11/1H ,1P6D20.11/IH ,1P4D20.11)
108 FORMAT(1H ,T8,lFlT28,GI,T1O8,
' GMAG'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
109 FORMA I (1HlT8,' ITERDI/1H ,110)
110 FORMAT(IHO,T8, 'S lT
8 8,'SG'/1H ,lP5D20.11)
LIi FORMAT(lHO,T8,'SIGNS OF S AND SG REVERSED/1H ,T8,'S',T88,'SGO/
11H ,1P5D20.11)
112 FORMAT(1HO,T8, 'DX ',T88,' ALPHA'





113 FORMAT(IH ,1T 8 ,FSI,T28,'GST108,'GSMAG'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
114 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'DG',T88,'P',T1O8,'SGS'
/ 1H ,1P6D20.11/1H ,T8,
I1'R'T88,'RMAG/1H ,1P5D20.11)
ti5 FORMAT(1H0T8,'CUBIC INTERPOLATION BETWEEN X AND XS'/IHOT8,
1'DXC',T88,'ALPHAC'/1H ,1P5D20.11/IH ,T8,*XC'/1H ,1P4D20.11)
116 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'FC',T28,'GC'IT108,'GCMAG
I / I H 
,1P6D20.11)
117 FORMAT(1H ,T8, DGC',T88,'PC'/lH ,1P5D20.11/lH ,T8,RCT88,
1'RCMAG'/1H ,1P5D20.11)




















































































21 IF(IFILE.EQ.0) GO TO 22
CALL FDATA
22 IF(IPTRAJ.EQ.O) GO TO 3
WR I TE(6, 100)




























































IF(IPV.EQ.O) GO TO 71
CALL PVEC(TRSV,VSV,PVO,STM,PVLMLDM)
71 IF(IFILE.EQ.O) GO TO 72
CALL FDATA
72 IF(IPTRAJ.EQOO) GO TO 8
CALL PTRAJ
















10 S22(I1J) = STM(I+3,J+ 3 )
IF(IPV.EQ.O) GO TO 11
IF(IPVTM.EO.O) GO TO 11
WRITE(6,102)TTM,LTM,LOTM,RTM,VTM













'VSL1/1lH O ,T8,'RDVD ',T68,'VDVD'/IH ,T8,RDSD'I
5T68v=VDSD'/1H ,T8,tRDMD',T68,VDMD'/
61H ,T8, ' R DL1D ' ,T68,
' VDLlD1HOVT8 'ANGV
t T28, rANGE ' 9T 4 8 ,




101 FORMAT(IH ,1 8,PVT68,'PVD'/1H ,T8,'PVMAG,'T28,'PVDMAG')
102 FORMAT(IHO,'TIME OF MAXIMUM PRIMER VECTOR MAGNITUDE'/1HOT8V
1 lTTM',T28,'LTMqT48,LDTM'/lH tP3020.11/1H 
,T8, tRTM t T68'VTM
t
2/1H ,1P6D20.11)












3 FUGJ(6 ,6 ),CREV(3),CVEV(3)MTXEV(66),CREM(3)CVEM3vTXM69)
4CRMV(3 )CVMV(3),MTXMV(6,6),DRMV(3),OVMV(
3 )Y











REV( I )=REVO( 1)
.1EV I )=VEVO( I)
REM(1)=REMO(l)
VEM( I )=VEMO( I.)






















IF(IPV.EQ,0) GO TO 21
LTM=1.0
TTM=XTO
CALL PVEC( TREVVEV, PVO, STMPVLMLDM)
21 IF(IFILE.EO.0) GO TO 22
CALL FDATA3
22 IFIIPTRAJ.EO.O) GO TO 3
WRITE( 6,100)



































IF(IPV.EQ.O) GO TO 71
CALL PVEC(T,REV,VEV,PVO,STM,PV,LM,LDM)
71 IF(IFILE.EQ.0) GO TO 72
CALL FDATA3
72 IF(IPTRAJ.EQ.O) GO TO 8
CALL PTRAJ3
8 IF(T.GE.XTF) GO TO 9
TGO=XTF-T
CALL CSTEP 3 (TGOREV,RMV,REMH,DR4REVBIGJ)
GO TO 3










IF(IPV.EQ.O) GO TO 11
IF(IPVTM.EQO.0) GO TO 11
WRITE(6,102)TTM,LTM,LDTM,RTM,VTM






IT48,*H,,T 6 8,'REVMAG,,T88,'RMVMAGI/1H ,T8,'REV',T68,'VEV'/
21H ,T8,i RMV' ,T68,'VMV'/1H ,T8,'REM',T68,lVEM'/1H 
,T8,'RELl',
170
3T68,'VELI.'/1HOT8t RDVDT68tVDVDI/H ,T8v RDED' T68 ,'VDED'/
41H ,T8,*RDLDIT68,tVDLD'/lH ,T8v'ANGVtT28iANGEsT489'ANGM')
101 FORMAT(lHO,T8,tPV'T68,OPVD/l1H ,T8,tPVMAGtT28'vPVDMAG')
12 FORMAT(IHOT8v, TIME OF MAXIMUM PRIMER VECTOR MAGNITUDE'/1HO,
IT8,ITTMO,T.28,LTMtT48,'LDTMt/lH ,1P3D20.11/1H ,T8,RTM
t T 68 9
2'VTM/1IH ,1P6D20.11)





C GFNERAL SOLUTION OF TWO BODY PROBLEM WITH PARTIAL DERIVATIVES






C SO(1),SO(2),SO(3)=X0,YO,ZO=POSITION COMPONENTS AT REFERENCE TIME TO
C SO(4),SO(5),SO(6)=XDOYDO,ZDO=VELOCITY COMPONENTS AT REFERENCE TIME TO
C TAU=TIME INTERVAL (T-TO) FROM REFERENCE TIME TO TO SOLUTION TIME T
C MU=CONSTANT IN DIFF. EOS. (XDD,YDD, ZDD)=-MU*(X,YZ)/(R**
3 )
C PSI=APPROXIMATION FOR FINAL SOLUTION PSI OF KEPLER'S EQUATION
C
C OUTPUTS
C PSI=GENERALIZED ECCENTRIC ANOMALY=SOLUTION OF KEPLERIS EQUATION
C S(1),S(2),S(3)=X,Y,Z=POSITION COMPONENTS AT SOLUTION TIME T=TO+TAU
C S(4),S(5),S(6)=XD,YDZD=VELOCITY COMPONENTS AT SOLUTION TIME T=TO+TAU
C P(I,J)=PARTIAL DERIVATIVE DS(I)/DSO(J) OF S(I) WITH RESPECT TO SO(J)
C PI(I,J)=PARTIAL DSO(I)/DS(J) WITH ROLES OF TO AND T REVERSED
C ACC(I)=-MU*S(I)/(R**3)=ACCELERATION COMPONENT AT SOLUTION 
TIME T
C ACCO(I)=-MU*SO(I)/(RO**3)=ACCELERATION COMPONENT AT REF TIME TO
C R=RADIUS AT TIME T=SOUARE ROOT OF (X**2+Y**2+Z**2)
C RO=RADIUS AT TIME TO
C










IF(RO.LT.R) GO TO 10
RO=RO*S1




C INITIALIZE SERIES MOD COUNT M TO ZERO
M=O














C USE APPROXIMATION FOR PSI IF IT IS BETWEEN BOUNDS PSIN 
AND PSIP
172
50 IF(PSI.GT.PSIN*AND.PSI.LT-PSIP) GO TO 100
C TRY NEWTON'S METHOD FOR INITIAL PSI SET EQUAL TO ZERO
PSI=TAU/RO
C4 ET PSI=TAU IF NEWTON'S METHOD FAILS
IF(PSI.LE.PSIN.OR.PSI.GE.PSIP) PSI=TAU
C END OF INITIAL COMPUTATIONS
C
C BEGINNING OF LOOP FOR SOLVING KEPLER'S EQUATION
C BEGINNING OF SERIES SUMMATION
C COMPUTE ARGUMENT A IN REDUCED SERIES OBTAINED 
BY FACTORING OUT PSI'S
100 A=ALPHA*PSI*PSI
IF(DABS(A).LE.1.) GO TO 120





IF(DABS(A).GT.1.) GO TO 110
C SUM SERIES C5X3=3*SS/PSI**5 AND C4=$4/PSI**4
120 CSX 3 =(l +(lI.+l .+(.+(l.+(1.+(l.+A/342.L.*A/2
7 2.)*A/210.)*A/156")
1 *A/110.)*A/72.)*A/4 2.)/ 4 0.
C4=(1.+(I.+(1.+(1(l.+1.(+(1.+A/306.)*A/240.)*A/182-)*A/132.)
1 *A/90.)*lA/56. ),*A/30. )/24.
C COMPUTE SERIES C 3 =S 3 /PSI**3,C2






IF(M.LE.O) GO TO 140





IF(M.GT.0) GO TO 130










C END OF SERIES SUMMATION










210 PSIP = PSI
DTAUP=DTAU





C ACCEPT PSI IF IT IS BETWEEN BOUNDS PSIN AND PSIP
230 IF(PSI.GT.PSIN.AND.PSI.LT.PSIP) GO TO 100
C SELECT ALTERNATE METHOD OF COMPUTING PSI OR STOP ITERATIONS
N=N+1
GO TO (1,2,3,4,300),N









C TRY INTERPOLATION BETWEEN BOUNDS
3 PSI=PSIN+(PSIP-PSIN)*(-DTAUN/(DTAUP-DTAUN))
GO TO 230
C TRY HALVING BETWEEN BOUNDS
4 PSI=PSIN+(PSIP-PSIN)*.5
GO TO 230
C END OF LOOP FOR SOLVING KEPLER'S EQUATION














320 ACCO( I )=-MU*SO( I)/RO/RO/RO
C END OF COMPUTATION FOR COORDINATES AND ACCELERATIONS
C
C COMPUTATION OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES








































410 P(I+ 3 ,I+3)=P(I+3,1+3)+GDM1+1.
C END OF COMPUTATION FOR PARTIAL DERIVATIVES








DIMENSION RSV(3) ,VSV(3) ,REV(3) ,VEV(3) ,RMV(3) ,VMV(3) ,RSE(3),
IVSE(3 ),RSM(3 ),VSM(.3),REM(3),VEM(3),DR4RSV(3),DR
4 RSE(3 ).i
2 DR4 RSM(3 )v(URSV( 3)gk IUREV( 3) ,URMV (3) ,URSE (3) 
URSM( 3) ,URE 'M(3)9
3 UiMTX( 3 ,3 ),SVSV( 3 3)EVEV(3,3)vMVM33)SESE(3,3)SMS(
3 3
4 EMEM(3 ,3 ),BIGJ(6,6),TEMP1(3),TEMP2(3),TEMP3(3)tTEMP
4 (3 )t


























REMREM( I)=REM( I) /REM3
DEVSE(lI)=-REVREV( I)+RSERSE( I)
DSVSE( I)=RSVRSV(1)-RSERSE(l)
DMVSM( I)=RMVRMV( I)+RSMRSM( I)
OSVSM( 1)=RSVRSV( I)-RSMRSM( I)
DMVEM( I)=RMVRMV( I)+REMREM( I)
DEMSM( l)=REMREM(lI)-RSMRSM( I)
DEVEM( I)=REVREV( I)-REMREM( I)
DEMSE (I )=REMREM( I)+RSERSEt 1)



























CALL MXV(EVEV,DSVSE,TEMP2,3, 3 )
CALL MXV(SVSV,DMVSM,TEMP3,3, 3 )
CALL MXV(VMVM,DSVSM,TEMP4,3, 3 )
CALL MXV(EVEV,DMVEM,TEMP5,3, 3 )
CALL MXV(SESE,DEMSM,TEMP6,3, 3 )
CALL MXV(VMVM,DEVEM,TEMP7,3,3 )
CALL MXV(SMSM,DEMSETEMP8,3,3)





















































































































BROUTINE DELRV3( HREV RMV ,CREVCRMV ,DR4REVRREV ,RVEV)
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-HM,0-Z)
DIMENSION REV(3) ,RMV(3) ,CREV(3) ,CRMV(3) ,DR4REV(3) ,RREV(3) ,










SEV( i)=CREV( I )/CREV3-REV( I)/REV3
SMV( I)=CRMV( I)/CRMV3-RMV( I)/RMV3










IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, L-MO-Z)
DIMENSION RSEO(3) ,VSEO(3) ,REVO(3) ,VEVO(3) ,RSVO(3) 
,VS.VO(3) T
1VSVI(3),TEMP(3)'VEVOP(3 )






































COMMON/CONST 3 /ME,MM,GAMMAtUDM,UTIME,U VELM,ERRMAXDTR
COMMON/TRIG3/CLON,SLON,CTHE,STHE,CINC,SINC


























2 1lS 2 2 ,
2UVI,UVF)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-HtL-MtO -Z)
DIMENSION RSEO( 3 ),VSEO(3),RSMO(3)VSMO(3),REVO(3)9VEVO(
3 )9
IRSVO( 3 ),VSVO(3) VSVI(3),RSVTAR(3),VSVTAR(3),REMF(3),VEMF(3),
2 PVO( 6 ),RSVF( 3 ),VSVF(3),RSEF(3),VSEF(3),RSMF(3)tVSMF(
3 )I
3S1(3,3),S12(3,3),S211(3,3),S22(3,3),TSID(3),DVI(3),UVI(3),
4 DVF( 3 ),UVF( 3 ),DRODX(3,3),DVODX(3,3),TEMP3,3TEMP2(
3 3 )
























IF(ITER.GT.O) GO TO 11
IF(ITAR.GT.0) GO TO 11
CALL CTAR(RSEFVSEF,RSMF,VSMF,REMF,VEMF,AY,AZATARRSVTAR9
1VSVTAR)














































CALL MXM(S21,DRODX,TEMP1,3t3 , 3 )
CALL MXM(S22,DVODX,TEMP2,3,3 t3 )
DO 3 1=1,3
DO 3 J=1,3
3 TEMPI(I,J) = TEMP1(IJ)+TEMP2(IJ)


















' T1I O8, T H E D /1H
11P6D20.11)
102 FORMA1(1H ,T8,*RSVFI,T68,VSVFI/IH ,1P6D20.11)
103 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'DVII,T68,'UVI/H tlP6D20.11)
104 FORMAT(1H ,T8,,DVF
I T68,'UVF'/1 H ,1P6D20.11)
105 FORMAT(1H ,T8, 'DUV
I °
,T68,'TSID / 1H ,1P6D20.11)
106 FORMAT(1H ,T 8 , °DVIMAGI,T 28,












2 2 tUVI ,UVF)-
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-HtLM,D-Z)
DIMENSION REMO(3),VEMO(3),REVO(3),VEVO(
3 ) ,VEVOP(3) ,REVTAR(3),
IVEVTAR(3 ),PVO6)REVF(3),VEV(3),REMF(3),M(MFSI(3,3),XD
3 )
3 ORODX(3 ,3 ),OVODX(3,3),TEMPI(3,3),TEMP2(3,3),GO)(3),LTD(
393
DIMENSION DUVI (3) ,DUM(3) ,5121 (3,3)
COMMON/CONST3/ME ,MMGAMMA,UDMUTIMEvUVELMERRMAXDTR
COMMON/TRIG3/.CLON, SLON,CTHE, STHECINC ,SJNC
CDMMON/FLAG/IMTXIPVIPTRAJ,IPVTMIFILE,ITER9ITAR













IF(ITER.GT.O) GO TO 11
IF(ITAR.GT.O) GD TO 11
CALL CTAR3 (REMF,VEMFAY,AZA:TARREVTARVEVTAR)
11 DO 2 1=1,3
TSID( I)=REVF( I)-REVTAR( I)
























DRODX( l, 3 )=REVMAG*(-CLON*STHE-SLON*CINC*CTHE)
DRODX( 2,1)=0.















CALL MXM(S21,DRODX,TEMPI,3,3 ,3 )




CALL MTRANS(TEMP1,TEMP2,3 ,3 )




CALL MXM(S11,DRODX,TEMP1,3,3, 3 )







101 FORMAT(lHOT8. ' XD
'
,T68,'VEVMPS I' T88,









105 FORMAT(1H ,T8,tDUVI',T68qsTSID'/1H ,1P6020.11)
106 FORMAT(1H ,TS,DVIMAG,T28i
' DVFMAG ' T48 v DVIMPS
'
,T6 8 D V F M P S ,
1T88'FD,T108, 'TESTRD'/IH ,1P6D20.11)
107 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'GD'/1H l1P3D20.11)









C EXTRAPOLATE STATES TO TM AND SOLVE LAMBERT PROBLEM 
FROM TM TO
C TEND




















C ADVANCE STATES FROM TSTART TO TM
CALL FOURBY(TSTART,.TM,RSVO,VSVI ,RSEO,VSEO,RSMO,VSMO,
IPVO,RSVM,VSVMM,RSEMVSEM,RSMMVSMMSMI11,SMI12,SMI
2 1 SMI2 2 )









C INCREMENTAL SOLUTION OF SECOND LEG LAMBERT PROBLEM























SAVE VSVMP AND COMPUTE DV

















WRITE( 6 ,10 4 )DVI,UVI,DVMUVM,DVF,UVF,DVIMAG,DVMMAGDVFMAG,
1DV,DVIMPS,DVMMPS,DVFMPSDVMPS
100 FORMA1(1H0,40X,IFIRST LEG TRAJECTORY')
101 FORMAT(1HO,T8,I VSVI I ,T68,'TM
I/lH ,1P4D20.11)




103 FORMAT(1H1,T8,'ITERL,' T28,'DVMPX'/1H ,I10,10Y,1P3020.11/1H 
,T8,
1$RSVMX',T68,'VSVMPX'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
104 FORMAT(IHO,T8,'DVII,T68,'UVI'/IH ,lP6020.11/lH ,T8, DVM',T68,
1'UVM'/IH ,1P6D20.11/H ,T8, DVFvT68,'UVF'/lH ,1P6D20.11/1H 
,
2T8,'DVIMAG,T28,'DVMMAG,T48, DVFMAG ,T68, 'DV'/H 
,IP4D20.11/

















3 ),PVO( 6 ),
]REVM( 3 ),VEVMM(3),VEVMP(3),REMM(3),VEMM(3),SMI11(3,3),SMI1




4REVF(3) ,VEVF(3) ,REMF(3)' VEMF (3) DVI(3) ,DVM(3) DVF(3) ,


















INCREMENTAL SOLUTION OF SECOND LEG LAMBERT PROBLEM






















,SFM 2 1,SFM 2 2 )
7 CONTINUE
C SAVE VEVMP AND COMPUTE DV
71 DO 8 1=1,3
VEVMP(I)=VEVMPX(I)
DVI(I)=VEVOP(I)-VEVO(I)
















100 FORMAT(1HO,40X,'FIRST LEG TRAJECTORY')
101 FORMAT(lHO,T8,'VEVOPIT68,'TM'/1H ,1P4D20.11)
102 FORMAT(lHOT8,'SOLVE SECOND LEG LAMBERT PROBLEM IN INCREMENTS'
1/1HO,TB, REVMD,T68,'REVM'/lH t1P6D20.11/1H ,T8,'DRM',T68,
2'ILINC'/1H ,1P3D20.11,10)
103 FORMAT(1H1,T8,ITERLoT28,*DVMPX'
/ 1H ,I10,10X,1P3D20.11/1H ,T8,
1IREVMX',T68,VEVMPXI/IH ,IP6D20.11)
104 FORMAT(1HOT8,DVI,T68,I UVI'/ IH ,1P6D20.11/1H ,T8,'DVM' ,T68,















lSFM11( 3 9 3 bgSFM12(3,3),VTMP(3),VTMM(3),UVI(3),UVM(3)?UVF.(
3 ),g
2 G(4 ),SM1l 2 I(3 9 3),TEMPI(3,3),DUMI(3),DUM2( 
3 )tDUM 3 (3 )i9
3 SFMl2 1(3 ,3 ),DUVI(3),DUVMM(3),Dk)VMP(3),SM112T(
3 t,)gGVI (3),DVM(3)
CALL INVERT(SM112,SM112I)




CALL MXV(SM122,DUJVIDUM2,3 93 )







CALL MXV(SFMI21,DUMI,DbUVMP, 3, 3 ).
PVMMAG=DOT (DUVMM ,UVM?,3)












100 FORMAT(1H ,T8,,DUVI',,T68,'PVMMAGPT889PVPMAGI'lH ,1P5D20.11)
101 FORMAT(1H ,T8,DUVMM'tT68t'DUVMPl/lH ,1P6D20.11)


















IF(AY.NE.0.) GO TO 11












































100 FORMA( 1HOT8,'COMPUITED TARGET')
101 FORMAT(1HOT8,'RLTARLIT681,VLTARL I/1H 91P6D20.11)


















IF(AY.NE.O.) GO TO 11




















































SUBROUT INE LAMB( OTFRSV,VSVRSEVSE,RSMVSMKNR,ITLMAX,
1ERRMIN,RSVTAR,RSVX,VSVX,RSEXVSEXRSMX,VSMX,S1S12,S21,S22)






2VSEX( 3 ),RSMX( 3 ),VSMX(3),REVX(3),VEVX(3),RMVX(3),VMVX(
3 )9












































8 IF (TESTR.GE.TESTRP) GO TO 9
DO 10 I=1,3
10 VSV(I)=VIT(I)


















IF(KLV.LT.KLVMIN) GO TO 14











100 FORMAT(lHO,T8,'TOIT28,'TF'/1H ,1P2020.11/IH ,T8,'RSV',T68,
1'VSVI/1H ,1P6D20.11)
101 FORMAT(1HO,T8, iITER ' T 2 8,
' VIT '/lH ,110,10X,1P3D20.11)
102 FORMAT(IH ,T8,$RSVX I,T68,VSVX
'/lH ,1P6D20.11)
3 FORMAT(IH ,T8,1REVX1,T68,VEVX'/1H ,1P6D20.11)





106 FORMAT(1H ,T8, IRSMX
'
,T68 , 'VSMX I/1H ,1P6020.11)
107 FORMAT(1H ,T8,'ERRt,T68,'TESTR'/1H ,1P4D20.11)
108 FORMAT(1H1)
109 FORMAT(IHO,T8,'LAMBERT PROBLEM HAS CONVERGED')
110 FORMAT(1HO,T8,'CONVERGED VSV'/IH ,1P3D20.11)
111 FORMAT(1H O ,T8,RSVX
'
,T68' ,VSVX' / IH ,I1P6020.11)









C SOLVES 3-BODY LAMBERT PROBLEM BY NEWTON-RAPHSON 
METHOD ITERATING
C ON INITIAL VELOCITY.
DIMENSION REV(3 )IVEV(3),REM(3),VEM(3),REVTAR(3),REVF(
3 ),VEVF(3),



























IF(ERR(3).NE.O.O) GO TO 5
DO 6 1=1,2
DO 6 J=1,2














8 IF(TESTR.GE.TESTRP) GO TO 9
DO 10 1=1,3
10 VEV(I)=VIT(I)













12 DO 13 1=1,3
KDELV(I)=KNR*UDELV(I)




IF(KLV.LT.JLVMIN) GO TO 14










t TF / 1H ,1P2D20.11/1H ,T8,
i REVlT68,
1PVEV'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
101 FORMAT.(IHOT8,ITER' T28, VIT/IH ,I10,1OX,1P3D20.1ll)






104 FORMAT(1H ,T8, REMF',
T 68,t VEMF'/1H ,1P6D20.11)
105 FORMAT(1H ,TB ,ERR*,T68
t TESTR'/1H ,1P4020.11)
107 FORMAT(IHOT8,'LAMBERT PROBLEM HAS CONVERGED')
108 FORMAT(1IHOT8,ICONVERGED VEV'/lH ,1P3D20.11)
109 FORMAT(1HOTB IREV F
It T68 ,VEVF'/IH ,1P6D20.11)







DIMENSION RSV(3) ,VSV(3 ),RSE(3),VSE(3),RSM(3),VSM(3)tUXDS(
3 )v






DIMENSION RSB( 3) ,VSB(3) ,RSD(3) ,VSD(3) ,REV(3) ,VEV(3) ,RMV(3),











RSB( I)=RSE I )+MEM*REM( I)
VSB( I)=VSE( I)+MEM*VEM( I)
RSD( I)=RSE( I)
VSD( I)=VSE( I)
RSLI( I)=( 1,-GLI)*RSB( I)












4 OMGSO(.I )=UZDS( I *VY/RSEMAG
D0 5 1=1,3
RDV( I)=RSVf I)-RSD( 1)
VOV( I)=VSV(I1)-VSO( I)
RDS I )=-RSD( I)
VDS( I)=-VSD( I)
ROM( I)=RSM(lI)-RSD( I)
VOM( I!=VSM( I)-VSO( I)
RDLlE I)=RSL1(lI)-RSO( I)
5 VOLI(I)=VSL1(1)-VSD(I)





CALL MXV (CDStTEMP2,VDVD,3 ,
3 )
















CALL MXV(CDS,TEMP2,VDL1D,3 ,3 )





















4 VDL( 3 ),TEMP1( 3 ),TEMP2(3),UREM(3),URMV(3),UREV(3),RED(







































CALL MXV(CDE,TEMP2,VDED,3, 3 )






















































IF(IPV.EQ.O) GO TO 1



























































C EACH RECORD CONSISTS OF 100 DOUBLE PRECISION UNFORMATED NUMBERS
C FILED SEQUENTIALLY. THE LAST 15 NUMBERS ARE BLANKS FILLED WITH


















DIMENSION REV(3) ,VEV(3) ,RMV(3),VMV(3),REM(
3 ) ,VEM(3) ,REL(3),

















DIMENSION TSI( 3 ),G(3),LTLI(3,3),LT(3,3),L(3:3),NU(
3 IGG(3),
ITEMPI(3,3),TEMP2(3,3),DUM(3 ,V( 3  
3 )
CALL MTRANS(LT,L,3, 3 )
CALL MXM(LT,V,TEMP1,3,3, 3 )
CALL MXM(TEMP1,L,TEMP2,3,3, 3 )
CALL INVERT(TEMP2,LTLI)
CALL MXM(LTLILT,TEMP1,3,3, 3 )
CALL MXM(TEMP1,V,TEMP2,3, 3 ,3 )






































30V 1(3) ,VF (3) CCD-( 3)
F=FD




TSI (I) =TSID( 1)
GG( I)=GGD( 1)














IMAPLICIT REAL* H( A-H, LO-Zi










IF(lPVTM.LE.O) GO TO 2


















SUBROUTINE RVEMV( RSVVSVR'SEVSE,RSMVSM9 REV9 VEV,,RMVVMV9
I REM, VEM)
I MPL ICIT REAL'*8(A-HU--Z)
DIMENSION RSV(3),VSV(3),RSE(3),.VSE(3),R.SM(3) iVSM(3) ,REV(3)9
IVEV( 3) ,RMV( 3) VMV(3) ,REM( 3) ,VEM(3)
DO 1 1=1,3
RFV( I =-RSE(HI)4RSV( I)
VEV( I)=-VSE( I)+VSV( I)
RMV( I )=-RSM( I)+RSV( I )
VMV( I )=-VSM( I)+VSV( I)





SUBROUTINE MXV( AVVNM, N)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)




















DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCION DOT(VIV2,IDIM)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,C-Z )









DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTIOuN VMAG(V)
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H,O-Z)











C INVERSION OF A 3X3 MATRIX
DIMENSION B(3,3) ,BI(3,3)
D=B( I, )*( B( 2,2)*B( 3,3)-B( 2,3)*B( 3,2) )+B( 2,1)*( B( 1,3 )*B(3,t2)-
IB( 1,? )*'B( 3,3) )+B( 3,1)*( B( 1,2 )*B(2,3 )-B( 1,3 )*B( 2,2))
BI(l,l)=(B(2,3)*B(3,1)-B(2,1)*B(3,32))/D
BI(2,1)=(B(2,3)*B(3,1)--B(21)*B(3 ,3 ))/D
BI (2,2)=( B( 1,1)*B(3,3)-B( 1,3)*B(3,1) )/D
BI(I,3)=(B(1,2)*B(2,3)-B(l,3)*B,(2,2))/D
BI(2,3)=(B( 1,3)*B(2,1)-B( 1,1)*B(2,3) )/D

















IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0 - Z)



















IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-Hh )- Z )
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